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Abstract 

On the Interaction of Metastable Hydrogen and 

Helium Atoms with a Metal Surface 

Lawrence W. Carlson 

A theoretical study of the adiabatic interaction of 

1 3 
a metastable 2s hydrogen (or 2 * S helium) atom with an 

idealized metal surface has been carried out where account 

has been taken of the 2s-2p state mixing due to the atom 

metal interaction. The variationally determined wave- 

function and resonant-ionization rate are calculated as a 

function of atom-surface separation. It is found for the 

2s(2p) state that the 2s-2p mixing causes a substantial 

lowering (raising) of the electronic energy and an increase 

(decrease) in the ionization rate. The competitive process 

of Penning ionization of adsorbed atoms is discussed using 

a simple model. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

The problem of solid surfaces and interactions of 

atoms and molecules with solid surfaces has been one of 

extensive interest throughout this century. Much of the 

nature of our interaction with materials and our percep¬ 

tion of the world around us is dependent on surface prop¬ 

erties. This fact alone makes the investigation of the 

structure and properties of the solid surface an intrigue- 

ing field of interest. 

Beyond the intrinsic appeal of surface studies, how¬ 

ever, there is a wide range of practical application of 

knowledge of surface physics. Presently we find a great 

deal of interest in heterogeneous catalysis, the use of 

a foreign substance, usually a solid surface, to promote 

or inhibit chemical reactions. The industrial applications 

in chemical production and, more recently, in pollution 

control are far reaching and very promising areas of re¬ 

search. The interaction of atoms and molecules with sur¬ 

faces, as in adsorption and chemisorption, has long been 

known to influence strongly the physical properties of 

materials. Investigation of the interactions of atoms in 

excited states and ions with surfaces is of application 

to the plasma confinement problem and the measurement 

of particle densities in science. 
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The purpose of the present chapter is to review 

several current theories of the structure of solid metal 

surfaces, adsorption and chemisorption on solids, and 

reactive scattering from metal surfaces. 

Structure of the Metal Surface 

The electronic structure of metal surfaces has been 

treated in three distinctly different models. These are 

the wave mechanical approach of Bardeen, the linear re- 

sponce theory method, and the density functional forma¬ 

lism of Hohenberg and Kohn. The implications arising from 

the use of these techniques will be discussed. 

The series of papers by Wigner and Bardeen are based 

on Wignerfs treatment of the interaction of electrons in 

metals^. The principal interest is in finding the contri- 

2 
bution of surface effects to the work function.. Bardeen 

reaches the important conclusions that 1.) the surface 

barrier is due largely to exchange and correlation effects, 

rather than electrostatic forces, 2.) the surface poten¬ 

tial barrier is dependent on electron velocity, and 3.) 

the moment of the double layer at the surface is small. 

In a later paper, Bardeen discusses deviations from the 

image potential in a many electron partially self-consist¬ 

ent approximation. The jellium model, in which the array 

of positive atomic cores in the metal is replaced with a 

continuous distribution of positive charge, is employed. 
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Two corrections to the image potential approximation are 

found, that due to the relative motion of the metallic 

electrons and the external electron and the fact that the 

induced surface charge is not concentrated in a plane. The 
_3 

effect of the relative motion is proportional to z and 

attains the same magnitude as the image potential itself 

at approximately 1 aQ. The second correction is more sig¬ 

nificant and will be discussed below in light of more 

recent work. The van der Waals attraction of a spherically 

symmetric atom to a metal surface is found to be proportion- 
—3 

al to z J (also see 4,5.) Juretschke, in a similar calcu¬ 

lation, has treated the exchange potential in the surface 
£ 

region in more detail?. More recently, Loucks and Cutler 

have given more explicit concern to the effect of correla- 
7 

tion on the surface potential . Neither of these more for¬ 

mal calculations qualitatively changes the conclusions 

of Bardeen concerning the electron distribution in the sur¬ 

face region or the form of the electron potential barrier. 

Various forms of linear response theory have been 

used to calculate the variation in density and potential to 

external fields and charges both embedded in and localized 

at the surface. Representative of these calculations is 

the work of Kenner, Allen, and Saslow who use a self-con¬ 

sistent linear responce theory of the form developed by 

Schiff^ in another context to calculate the screening of a 

uniform electric field by a metal surface. 
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The linear response formalism for a semi infinite 

free electron model of a single electron in zero field 

is written in the form 

^•) •(£) ft k‘) + fc (i)1<L k 

yr9(z) - Ca) -t- irX6
t0(^) 

where nQ is the electron number density and vQ is the 

effective potential which goes to zero inside the metal and 

to some constant value outside. As is usual, the expres¬ 

sion of Wigner^ is used for the exchange and correlation 

potential. The effect of the fields is to produce the al¬ 

tered quantities 

V(2)« VTo t*) +* (-z) 

vf>hfe)= 

yi(i)“ -n-o(z) + f-n-lz) 

Solving the self-consistency equations for these mod¬ 

ified quantities to first order in field results in the 

relations 

ZP S' (2) = - 27T <T w (2r) 

(#î) 
R*.*1)- jV-fe‘) C(*) ‘E.'lll'ffiW & 

o 
These equations can be solved by some numerical technique 

to yield the screening charge in the presence of an electric 
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field. Friedel oscillations in charge density are observed. 

linear response of a metal surface to an external charge 

both embedded in and located on the surface. They employ 

a random phase approximation to find a Green function 

useful in computing the surface responce to any external 

charge distribution. Knowledge of the charge density re¬ 

sponce characteristics of a solid is equivalent to know¬ 

ledge of the dielectric screening. Calculations of dielec¬ 

tric screening of an impurity in ^metal surface has been 

carried out by Gadzuk^ in an RPA approach. Use of a novel 

imaging technique allows him to work with the response 

of an infinite electron gas in a manner similar to that 

12 il 
of Langer and Vosko . Newns has investigated the di¬ 

electric responce of^semi infinite electron gas at high 

frequencies. Finally, Lang and! Kohn^ have used a linear 

response theory to validate, in a slightly modified form, 

the image potential of classical electrostatics in micro¬ 

scopic problems. 

Several recent calculations of surface electronic 

structure have been based on the theory of the inhomogen- 

15 
eous electron gas, developed by Hohenberg and Kohn . 

They assert that for an interacting electron gas in a 

potential v(r) there exists a universal functional of the 

density F £n(r)J such that the energy 

10 Similar work by Beck and Celli deals with the 
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has a minimum value for the correct ground state energy 

and density. For the case of an electron gas of slowly 

varying (but not necessarily almost constant) density 

it is possible to express the functional F in terms of 

the independant electron model, which results in the fam¬ 

iliar Thomas Fermi equation, or in terms of an expansion 

in the gradient of the density. 

The density functional formalism has been used to 

calculate the electronic density and work function of 

a metal surface^ and the surface dipole barrier^. Ting, 

Smith, and Kohnx have studied the self-consistent 

screening of charges embedded in a metal surface. This 

technique has also been applied to adsorption and chemi¬ 

sorption studiesj as will be discussed below. Recently, 

calculations have been carried out to study the effect 

of replacing the continuous jellium background with a 
IQ 

pseudopotential model of positive cores . The theory of 

surface states, the density functional approach, and 

pseudopotential studies has recently been reviewed by 

20 
Bennett . Lang has:3recently published and extensive re¬ 

view of the density functional formalism in surface phys- 
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Atomic Adsorption and Chemisorption 

The terms adsorption and chemisorption both refer 

to the tendency of atoms and moleculs to stick to solid 

surfaces. The distinction between the two involves the 

magnitude of the binding energies; adsorption energies 

are typically a fraction of an electron volt, while 

chemisorption energies may be several electron volts. 

The interaction of an atom with a metal surface broadens 

and shifts the electronic energy levels, an effect first 

suggested by Gurney (figure I-l). In adsorption studies 

the width T* is thought to determine the nature of the ab¬ 

sorptive binding, whether metallic, covalent, or ionic. 

To a good approximation T"1 can be identified with the 

half width of a Lorentzian distribution of energies, As 

the atom approaches the surface the center of the distri¬ 

bution shifts upward. If the bulk of the distribution 

curve above the Fermi level of the metal resonant ion¬ 

ization can occur and the atomic level will be largely 

unfilled. This results in a positively charged ion out¬ 

side the surface and an ionic bond. If the energy distri¬ 

bution curve lies mostly below the Fermi level the atomic 

state will remain filled and a metallic bond is formed. 

The intermediate case is characteristic of covalent 

bonding. 

23 
Bennett and Falicov have carried out a calculation 

for static adsorbed alkali atoms on metal surfaces in 

which they attempt to determine the amount of charge q” 
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Figure 1-1. Energy level diagram relevant to the metal- 
surface problem. The dashed curve is the ion-core po¬ 
tential for the particle at infinity. The solid curve 
shows the shift and broadening of the energy level in 
the vicinity of the surface, (MI/ 
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which remains on the adsorbed species. They assume that 

this percentage charge q"*, defined as positive, is equiv¬ 

alent to the relative portion of the distribution function 

lying below the Fermi level of the metal, 

where -e (E) is the effective electronic charge per unit 

energy located in an atomic volume surrounding the aton. 

Far from the surface of the metal the distribution func¬ 

tion is sharply defined at the atomic energy level, 

As the atom approaches the surface the level becomes 

broadened, indicating the possibility of an ionizing 

transition. Bennett and Falicov assume that this broad¬ 

ened level can be approximated by a Lorentzian distri¬ 

bution curve 

where A is the width of the level and E ^ is the posir- 
tion of the maximum. Integrating this function over ener¬ 

gy up to the Fermi level we get, for the amount of charge 

remaining on the atom 

P(E)= f (E-Ea) . 
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Figure 1-2. Variation of the effective charge q as the 
width A varies from 0 to &. 
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where is well above the bottom of the conduction band. 

This expression refers to the amount of screening charge 

that the "atom-ion'* near the surface will retain (figure 

1-2). The electrons which do the screening are metallic 

electrons which spend some time in the (unstable) atomic 

state. Bennett and Falicov employ the formalism of Fano^ 

for the interaction of a discrete state with a degenerate 

continuum to calculate the relevant parameters A and E 

in the presence of an electric field F. 

Recent work on the theory of chemisorption has em¬ 

ployed three quite dissimilar techniques. They might be 

called the Newns-Anderson model, the valence bond (Schreif- 

fer, Paulson, Gomer) approach, and the density functional 

25 
method. This field has recently been reviewed by Gomer y 

and by Schreiffer*^. 

The Newns-Anderson model is similar to the problem 

of an impurity in a bulk metal which was considered by 

Friedel ' and Anderson . Newns was the first to apply the 

Anderson approach to the chemisorption problem. The prin¬ 

cipal conclusion of these studies is that in the presence 

of an adsorbed atom one, two, or zero states may detach 

themselves from the band and become localized. A single 

state below the band leads to weak chemisorption while 

one below and one above the band leads to strong chemisorp¬ 

tion (these are the bonding and antibonding levels of 

a surface molecule.) 
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Another application or a LCAO MO theory to the chem¬ 

isorption problem has been given by Bennett, MeCarroll, 

30 31 
and Messmer ' for adsorption of H,C,N,0 and F on graph¬ 

ite. They use an extended Huckel method. A similar cal¬ 

culation for H on tungsten has been performed by Anders, 

32 
Hansen, and Bartell . Recent articles on the theory of the 

surface molecule in chemisorption have been contributed 

by Pemv^ and Gadzuk^. 

The valence bond model of chemisorption was developed 

3 5 
by Schreiffer and Gomer ♦ In this model a covalent bond 

is formed between an atomic electron and an electron of 

the same spin in the metal. For this to occur hole- 

electron pairs must be created in the metal so that there 

are free spins to participate in the valence bond. A study 

of magnetization at the surface has recently been made 

by Kamur"3 * 5 . 

The density functional formalism has recently been 

applied to the chemisorption problem. Smith, Ying, and 

37 
Kohn have studied the behavior of hydrogen on metals, 

3 Û 
Kleiman and Landiman^ that of helium on metals (where the 

repulsive part of the interaction energy was found in this 

formalism), and Huntington, Turk, and White^ that of an 

alkali atom on a simple metal surface. 
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Reactive Atom Surface Interactions 

The principal reactive collisions discussed here are 

those involving excited metastable atoms and ions with 

metal surfaces. Oliphant and Moon first suggested the possi 

bility that an ion approaching a metal surface might un¬ 

dergo resonant ionization as an electron tunnels out of 

the metal to fill an excited atomic state. There have 

been two mechanisms suggested whereby a metastable atom, 

either one formed by resonant ionization or one initially 

incedent on the surface, might be de-excited. Massey^, 

Ahslhter4" , and Cobas and Lamn4^ have treated the Auger 

de-excitation process in which the electron in the ex¬ 

cited state interacts with a metallic electron such that 

one electron is demoted to the ground state of the atom 

and the other carries off the resulting energy (figure 1-3) 

The process in which the excited electron is reduced to 

the ground state (the dashed line in the figure) is not 

possible when excluded by spin considerations, e.g., in 

the case of metastable 2JS helium. Shekhter^ has also 

proposed a mechanism, Auger neutralization in which an 

ion approaching a metal surface is neutralized to the 

ground state in a single step by the interaction of two 

electrons in the metal (figure 1-4). 

The diversity of possible reaction mechanisms for 

ions and metastable atoms near metal surfaces is large. 
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ATOM 

Figure 1-3 The Auger De-excitation Process 
.sv 
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Sj- 
Figure 1-4. The Auger Neutralization Process. 
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ATOM 

Figure 1-5. The Resonant Ionization and Neutralization 
processes.^ 
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Consider an ion approaching a metal surface. For reasons 

to be discussed below, the excited electronic states of 

the ion (unfilled) are shifted by the interaction with 

the conduction electrons of the metal. In general, the 

energy levels migrate upward as the ion nears the sur- 

face^*^^. If the energy level of the ion is below the 

Fermi level of the metal as the probability of a resonant 

process becomes large, resonant neutralization may occur. 

If the atomic level rises above the Fermi level the in¬ 

verse process, resonant ionization may occur. This ion¬ 

ization is likely to be followed by Auger neutralization, 

assuming that the electronic level stays above the Fermi 

level. If the atomic level does not rise above the Fermi 

level Auger de-excitation may occur. It is obvious that 

the position of the atomic energy level with respect to 

the Fermi level of the metal can be critically important 

in determining how a reaction1 _will proceed. If foreign 

atoms are adsorbed on the surface, alternate de-excitation 

mechanisms, such as Penning ionization, become possible^ 

In these calculations the transition rate w for the 

resonant ionization and neutralization and the Auger de¬ 

excitation and neutralization processes is found through 
id 

use of the time dependent perturbation theory4- 

w- ¥ iHfdVte) 
where is the matrix element of the perturbing potential 
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between initial and final states and f (E) is the density 

of final states in the continuum. 

Care must be taken to include the effects of anti- 
L g 

symmetrization in the calculation of Hfi • Consider the 

cas» of Auger neutralization. Two separate processes 

are possible (cf. fig. 1-4), that in which electron 1 oc¬ 

cupies the atomic ground state after the interaction 

H‘ = V M.A(0 dtidv^ 

where u^ and ug are the ground and excited states, respec¬ 

tively, and u^ and u^ are two metallic states. V is the 

electrostatic interaction between the electrons 

V= +e'//r,z - 
The matrix element for the process in which electron 2 

finally occupies the ground state is 

H = V (i) 
In order to satisfy the Pauli principle we intro¬ 

duce spin and antisymmetrize the wavefunctions by taking 

antisymmetric products of the initial and final spatial 

wavefunctions 

=r 2. ^ ^ ~ ^Z) C 0] 

u. 155 <2. i W 0)3 

and the symmetric and antisymmetric spin functions 
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1C* 0) * (**-) 

-2 * [*O)yS(2)-1- 

jS^O/SW 

s'= a'* [*0)^*)-*^)/5(')] 
*t" — M 4* 

There are sixteen such products, e.g., u^s , u^s . 

The orthonormality of the spin functions and the 

absence of magnetic terms from the Hamiltonian allow us 

to drop all but four of the resultant matrix elements. 

There are three integrals of the form 

H* " JV V*f JLx - H - H“ 
and one integral of the form 

K + M. 

The square of the matrix element becomes 

I Hf:|
a = ± [3HÏ + Hb

l] - [ H'*+ H"*- H'H"]. 
The expression we would get ignoring the Pauli principle 

is 

I M*- [H'+ H"1] 
sothat if H’=H” inclusion of this effect decreases the 

transition rate by a factor of two. 

The most rigorous treatment of the theory of the 

50 
Auger process is contained in a thesis by Sternberg' . 

Hagstrum^9 kas made a series of experimental and 

theoretical contributions to the study of the interactions 

of ions and excited atoms with a variety of solid surfaces 
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His work has resulted in the important analytical tool 

of ion neutralization spectroscopy in which the details 

of surface structure and presence of adsorbed species 

can be observed by studying the energy distribution of 

electrons ejected in Auger neutralization. 
r c 

Abroyan, Ermeev, and Petrov5'* have written a review 

article on the ejection of electrons from solids by Auger 

processes and the potential and kinetic ejection of electrons 

by ions. They discuss these processes in terms of the 

electron ejection coefficient the average number of 

electrons escaping into the vacuum per incident particle. 

Experimental details of the ionic bombardment of metals 

and semiconductors can be found in this paper. 

The Present Calculation 

The purpose of the present calculation is to de¬ 

scribe more fully than has been done before the state of 

a metastable or alkalai atom approaching a metal surface. 

The principal improvement in these calculations has been 

the inclusion of distortion from sphericity of the atom 

in the determination of the energy level variation as a 

function of distance from the surface. This distortion 

also has a marked effect on the resonant ionization rate. 

Although explicit evaluation of the Auger neutralization 
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and de-excitation rates has not been done here, the var¬ 

iation of the energy levels calculated may have important 

implications in determining whether a resonant ionization 

or Auger type process will dominate. 
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Chapter II Distortion of the Atom 

The Atom Surface System 

The system under consideration consists, at large atom- 

surface distances, of a localized atomic state degenerate 

with a continuum of electronic states in a metal. These 

metallic states are filled if below the Fermi level, unfilled 

if above. As the atom approaches the surface the localized 

description of the atomic state becomes less appropriate, 

because of the interaction with the mobile electrons in the 

metal. If the excited atomic state is degenerate with an 

unfilled metallic state resonant ionization becomes possible. 

The resultant ion, now in or approaching a region of space 

where the transition rate, w, for resonant ionization of the 

atom is very large, is partially screened by electrons from 

the metal. These electrons stay in the excited state for 

times comparable to the lifetime of the excited state against 

ionization %= 1/w. 

More recent theoretical work concerned with the mechan¬ 

ism of de-excitation of metastable atoms near metal surfaces 

has included the assumption that the atom resonant ionizes 

long before reaching the surface. This ionization may occur 

at distances from 5 to 15 aQ for hydrogen or helium, where 
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the incident atom approaches the surface at thermal velocities. 

The possibility of the resonant ionization process for meta¬ 

stable helium was suggested independently by Hagstrum and 

Varriarin, who realized that the energy level of the excited 

atomic electron will shift as the atom (or ion) approaches 

44 
the surface (cf. Fig. 1-1). Hagstrum attributes this shift 

to an exchange force interaction with the already filled 

metallic electron states. In a slightly later paper 

Sternberg suggests that the effect is a product of the un- 

symmetric nature of the image potential. 

The purpose of this chapter is to show how a metastable 

or alkali atom will distort in shape and how the electronic 

energy levels will vary in an interaction with a metal surface. 

To this end we discuss first the simplest first order pertur¬ 

bation theory approach to the calculation of the energy shift. 

This discussion is followed by a more detailed account of the 

nature of the atom metal interaction at the level of the 

image potential, which leads to the distortion of the atom. 

The distortion of an atom by a uniform electric field, the 

Stark effect, is quite analogous. Finally, the actual details 

of the variational calculation we have performed, including 

the wave functions, Hamiltonian and resultant matrix elements 

are discussed. 
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Shift in Enercfv Levels 

The interaction of an atom with an external perturbing 

potential causes a shift in the electronic energy levels of 

the atom. To first order, this shift in energy is given by 

where n,s is the unperturbed atomic wavefunction. The shift 

in the 2s level of the alkali atoms has previously been cal¬ 

culated by Gadzuk and Remy who considered the question of 

alkali atom adsorption, and used hydrogenic wavefunctions as 

is used in the present work. 

To evaluate the integrals which result from the use of 

expression 2.1, both Gadzuk and Remy use a Fourier transform 

technique in rectangular coordinates. This technique is 

discussed below in reference to the resonant ionization cal¬ 

culation (appendix 3). Each arrives at an exact analytical 

result for 4E involving the evaluation of exponential integrals. 

Caution must be excercised in use of these results, however, 

since equation 11 of Gadzuk's paper and equation 6 of Remy’s 

paper are not in agreement, and explicit evaluation of each 

of these results shows them to be inconsistent with graphs of 

<".sl H* 

< "/s J W , S> 

2.1 

the functions. Presumably some typographical error has been 
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made, however, Remy's graph appears to be correct. 

It would be possible to use the same mathematical tech¬ 

nique to calculate the first order shift of the 2s and 2p 

levels and the off diagonal matrix element needed in the 

variational calculation we have done. This would, however, 

entail lengthy algebraic calculations; no significant gain in 

accuracy is expected in doing the problem this way. 

The Image Interaction 

The interaction of the atom with the metal, which we 

model as an image interaction, is responsible for the dis¬ 

tortion of the atom, and its resonant ionization, in the 

vicinity of the surface. We now explore the details of that 

interaction more closely. 

Consider the atome nucleus to be frozen in space. For 

the case of helium, or larger atoms, the core electron(s) 

move rapidly in tightly bound orbits, we can average over 

their spherically symmetric position distributions. The 

result of this averaging is a positive core of charge +e. 

The outer, excited electron is free to move while interacting 

with its own image and the image of the core in the metal and 

with the core itself. 

As the electron is moved off to an infinite distance its 
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image moves off also (Fig. 2.2). The induced image charge is 

such as to make the force on an electron outside the metal 

surface equal to that exerted by an equivalent charge beyond 

the image plane (metal surface). 

F - 2-2 

where d is the distance from the electron to the metal surface 

and the minus sign indicates that the force is attractive, 

i.e. directed in the -z direction. The potential can be 

determined by integrating the force over z, i.e. 

Ve.eA.=-JF-C* =-<f/42 

It is essential to this result that a displacement SJ of the 

electron the image is also displaced, in the opposite direc- 

tion, by -SA. 

The interaction of the electron with the image of the 

core, however, has the more normal form 

Ve-cw=+f/R 2'4 

At large distances R as 2d as 2s, and the total electronic 

potential energy is 
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4s as 
2.5 

This non-zero electronic potential has the effect of raising 

the electronic energy level in the vicinity of the surface. 

Overall neutrality at large distances is restored if the 

effects of the (core)-£lectron image) and the (cor^-£:ore image) 

interactions are considered. Since the core is very massive 

it does not respond to the instantaneous motion of the electron 

2 
image, only to its time average, which is just +q /2s. The 

2 
core-core image potential term is simply -q /4s, for the same 

reason as is discussed above. The sum of these four terms is 

zero. 

The upward variation in electronic energy VE raises the 

atomic electron energy level for helium above the Fermi level 

of the metal at the same distance Scr. Inside this critical 

distance resonant ionization of an excited atom can occur; 

outside, the resonant neutralization of an ion, to an excited 

state, can occur. Hagstrum estimated this distance to be 24a 
o 

for metastable helium incident on tungsten. 

This peculiarity of the image charge may also cause a 

distortion of the incoming metastable atom. The interaction 

between the negative electron and the negative core image 

enters the electronic Hamiltonian at twice the strength of the 
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attractive electron-electron image potential. Although there 

is no net electric field, and no force, when the electron is 

at the same distance from the surface as the core, there is 

a repulsive force when the electron is at larger distances 

from the surface than the core and an attractive force when 

it is closer in (cf. Fig. II-l). 

More quantitatively, we can calculate the potential for 

small displacements from the core position (ignoring the core 

potential). Consider figure II-2, the core is at position A. 

The total image potential energy for an electron at A is just 

whereas the potential energy for an electron displaced inward 

The potential energy for an electron displaced outward by Sz 
from the core is 

by from the core is 

The energy is lower for a distortion in either direction, but 
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lowest for a distortion toward the surface. Since Sz may in 

fact be appreciable in comparison to s, the energy lowering 

toward the surface may be more significant than the series 

expansion might suggest. 

These arguments indicate that an atom near a metal 

surface will distort in two ways. There will be a dipole 

moment created pointing towards the surface and a quadrupole 

A 
moment aligned along the z axis. In the present calculation 

we are concerned most with calculating the rate for de¬ 

excitation of metastable atoms, hence the creation of the 

dipole has the most profound implications and we do not treat 

the quadrupole distortion further. Sternberg seems to have 

first realized the possibility of an atomic distortion near 

a metal surface but incorrectly interprets the significance 

of the effect on surface ionization and de-excitation processes. 

Distortion of the Atom 

Previous investigators studying the resonant ionization 

rate or energy level broadening for metastable atoms have 

assumed that the atom is unchanged in shape as it approaches 

the surface. This assumption seems suspect in light of the 

large energy level shift calculated by these authors. 

This type of distortion is familiar from the theory of 
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Figure II-l. The potential energy for an electron due 
to the image of the core and the image of the electron 
itself when the core is held fixed at s = 5 a . 

o 
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Figure II-2. Configuration of the electron-core and image 
system after a displacement &z» 
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48 
the linear Stark effect , where we observe the energy change 

in the energy levels of an atom due to an externally applied 

electric field. The theory is most illustrative for the case 

of hydrogen. Recall that for a central potential eigenvalues 

have even or odd parity if the quantum number 1 is even or 

odd, respectively. The Stark term in the Hamiltonian, 

has odd parity. Hence no nondegenerate level has a first 

order Stark shift. 

The n=2 states under consideration here, however, are 

fourfold degenerate with (l,m) = (0,0),(1,0),(1,+1), and (1,-1). 

It is easy to show, using the fact that z commutes with L 
z 

(i.e. that [L ,H"] = 0) that the matrix elements of H" between 
z 

states of different m is zero. The secular equation for n=2 

hydrogen is then given by 

2.6 

-E, <o,ojH’|l,o> 0 0 

«,»|H >,o> -E, 0 0 

0 0 “E, 0 

0 0 0 -E, 

where is the first order energy relative to the n=2 
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unperturbed energy. The non-zero components of H" can be 

integrated to give 

(l.ol U"lo,o) ~-3eE2a, 2-7 

and the degeneracy between the 2s and 2p states is lifted by 
z 

the field. More interesting, however, is the fact that the 

solution of the secular equation shows that the degenerate 

2s and 2p states are equally mixed by the electric field for 
z 

both roots of the secular equation. 

We have carried out a variational calculation to de¬ 

termine the combined effects of a perturbing metal, represented 

by image charges, and an externally applied electric field. 

The unperturbed 2s state is allowed to mix with the 2p^ state 

so that creation of a dipole perpendicular to the surface is 

possible. The variational wavefunction is 

^ - *?i 42S + K* K 
where k. and k_ are constants to be determined by the varia- 

•L Z 

tional calculation and by the normalization condition. Of 

course, it would be desirable to allow for more general dis¬ 

tortion of the atom. It is felt, however, that this simple 

form of the wavefunction allows for the most significant shift 
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in electron energy level, without introducing undue computa¬ 

tional complexity. 

We also had the option of varying the nonlinear exponen¬ 

tial parameters in the wavefunctions. This variation allows 

for a radial compression or relaxation of the electron density. 

As mentioned in the discussion of the linear Stark 

effect given above, no first order Stark shift in energy is 

observed except for degenerate states. It is interesting to 

speculate as to the effect of artificially introducing a small 

amount of zeroth order energy splitting between the 2s and 

2pz states on the mixing of states in the interaction of an 

excited atom with a metal surface. One might expect the 

degree of mixing to be inversely proportional to the energy 

difference between the states, until for large energy separa¬ 

tions a 2s state would remain unmixed with 2p character even 

in large fields. To investigate this behavior an artificial 

energy term AE was added to the H matrix element, which 

has the effect of artificially raising the unperturbed 2p 

energy level by ÛE . 

The model thus acheives a fair amount of flexibility. 

We are able to watch the distortion of the atom, both the 

creation of a dipole and the radial contraction, as a function 

of distance from the metal surface (the image interaction), 

externally applied electric field, 2s atomic energy level, 
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and artificially induced zeroth order energy splitting between 

the 2s and 2p states, z 

Variational Calculation 

In order to study the distortion of the atom under the 

influence of these perturbing interactions we perform a 

variational calculation using the trial wavefunction 2.8. 

The best values of the variational parameters and k2 and 

nonlinear parameters ag and a^ are those that minimize the 

expression 

/r\ - I»! &.> 

' <^l^> 
for each atom surface separation. In the present case this 

expression can be rewritten as 

(k,a+ fe*’)<e> - k*EM* + Kfy' ^E£*-■- 

+ ftaH„+ iCHMtaWUU 2-9 

where 

E - E.V 

the unperturbed energy of the He(ls2s) state of helium, or 
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simp ly H(2s) for hydrogen, and 

E 
2.10 

with the same understanding. 

This expression is minimized subject to the constraint 

that 

which yields the expression for the energy levels 

E = a" (E (as)» + E cap)1 + HII + Hax ) 

- * {,!-( ^■(3S)1+' Hu)- (Efep)»+Hax)j+ 

in which 

H„= <as| H VH" I as) -<as | n'|as> 

n'+H |apg^=<vafz/H
11S-jO 2.13 

H,a“ Hai = <3s/H'+H"|a'pz>= <as( U'|ape> 
- 3e Ej a, 

where H ’ and fj" are, respectively, the perturbations due to 

the metal and the external uniform electric field. 
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For hydrogenic wavefunctions, writing 

Haa= <3^21 H’l5?*) + A ESL 

allows the 2p level to be shifted up from the 2s level by an 
z 

amount /It E in atomic units (Hartrees) . 
DL 

The parameters k^ and k^ are given by the expressions 

subject to the condition that 

2.15 

The values of k^ and k^ found with E are those corresponding 

to the lower energy root, those for E+ correspond to the 

higher. The mixtures of 2s and 2p states for the lower and 

upper roots are complementary, that is 

I fcl “ I K\ 

and 

k'i-KI. 

This section has introduced the atomic wavefunctions 

and Hamiltonian explicitly in the calculation. We now look 
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more closely at thes topics and then show how they are used 

in calculating the matrix elements H.^, H^, and H^- 

The Atomic Wave functions 

The Morse, Young, and Haurwitz wavefunctions have been 

used for the excited metastable helium atom for all of these 

calculations. The form of these wavefunctions also makes it 

possible to do identical calculations for the problem of 

hydrogen on a metal surface by adjusting the relevant para¬ 

meters. The Morse, Young, and Haurwitz wavefunctions are 

given by 

fisM- 

where for helium, these are found to be 

%tr)= 0.|005(re>"'-^35*fe'l-S7r) 

lfapaM
!= 0.1 a 8 ( r cm 9 e”’55r). 
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Normalization is accomplished to better than three places 

with this choice of the parameters. 

Hamiltonian 

The electronic Hamiltonian is taken to be of the form 

H - H* + H' 2.17 

where (-1 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, for helium this is 

+ e* r« * n; 
2.18 

and for hydrogen, 

- — 72’- êl 
3m » x\ 

2.19 

and M represents the perturbing interaction with the surface. 

Recent work by Lang and Kohn has shown that a modification of 

the image potential of classical electrostatics is an accurate 

approximation of the electron-metal surface interaction provided 

that the charge is slow moving and not closer than a few Bohr 

radii from the surface. 

Lang and Kohn use a general linear response formalism 
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to calculate the profile of surface charge induced by a point 

charge outside a surface. They find that the image potential 

experienced by a point charge has the form 

where z^ is the location of the point charge with reference 

to the last lattice plane of the crystal and z^ is the loca¬ 

tion of the center of mass of the profile. That is, the image 

potential is correct provided we translate the surface out¬ 

ward by a distance ZQ (cf. figure II-3). 

The distance ZQ is calculated by Lang and Kohn in terms 

of the radius of the Wigner-Seitz sphere for the substrate 

metal (table II-l). Note that for greater electron densities, 

the screening length decreases. The modified image potential 

56 57 
has frequently been applied to the study of alkali absorption ' 

and field emission. 

The binding energy of a 2s electron in helium is approx¬ 

imately the same as that of an alkali atom ('vSeV) so that the 

electron velocities are comparable in'the two cases. Further¬ 

more, the adsorption distance of an alkali atom above a metal 

surface is much less than the typical distance for resonant 

ionization or Auger de-excitation processes for a metastable 

helium or hydrogen atom approaching a surface. These two 
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AtETAL EFFECTIVÉ 
CORE S £t>Q£ SURFACE 

Figure IX-3. Displaced effective surface described by- 
Lang and Kohn.1^ 
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Table II-l. Displacement of the effective surface as a 
17 

function of Wigner-Seitz radius r 
s 

r
s(a.u.) zQ(a.u.) 

1.6 - 0.05 

1.3 1 0.2 

1.2 - 0.2 

2 

4 

6 
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factors, the comparability of velocity with the alkali case 

and the long range nature of the interaction support the use 

of the image potential in the excited atom-metal surface 

interaction. 

With these conventions in mind, we adopt for the electron- 

metal interaction the image potential energy given by 

where the first term is just due to the interaction of the 

electron with its own image (a distance 2d away) and the 

second term arises from the interaction of the electron with 

the image of the ion core (a distance R away). 

As discussed earlier, inclusion of the (core)-(electron 

image) and (core)-(core image) potential terms serve to de¬ 

termine the trajectory of the whole atom, but do not enter 

into the determination of the electronic energies. The 

electron-core interaction is included in the unperturbed 

Hamiltonian. The (core image)-(electron image) interaction 

does not correspond to the interaction of two physical 

particles, since the image approximation is valid only out¬ 

side the metal surface. Consequently we are justified in 

not including any such interaction term in the Hamiltonian. 

In general we expect to encounter other electric fields 

2.21 
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in the vicinity of a metal surface, either because of the ab¬ 

sorption of an ionized species on the surface, or the appli¬ 

cation of an external electric field, as in the field emission 

microscopy experiment. For this reason it would be interest¬ 

ing to be able to include the effects of a uniform electric 

field in the electronic Hamiltonian. This can be accomplished 

by adding a term 

to the Hamiltonian function, where we have assumed that the 

electric field is perpendicular to the surface. 

The Matrix Elements 

The magnitude of the shift of energy levels, and the 

distortion of the helium/hydrogen atom require in the 

variational calculation the evaluation of the following three 

matrix elements 

H 11 e 5L £z 
2.22 

2.23 
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The integration in these expressions is restricted to the 

region outside the metal. Since the image potential is 

singular at the effective metal surface, the integration 

must be restricted to some region excluding the surface. 

Somewhat arbitrarily, we have chosen to stop the integration 

at that plane at which the potential energy of the electron 

is the same as that at the bottom of the conduction band of 

the metal. This value is -10.2 eV for tungsten. The results 

of the integration, however, are not very sensitive to 

variation of this parameter. 

There is some question as to what the best coordinate 

system for analytical integration of equation 2.23 is. 

Spherical coordinates are appropriate for the atomic wave- 

functions but the surface boundary condition forces an r cosO 

limit on the r integration, resulting in very cumbersome 

integrals in 9 . Cylindrical coordinates are a natural 

choice for the boundary limit, but introduce square roots 

into the exponentials, which makes analytical evaluation 

awkward at best. Prolate spheroidal coordinates are well 

suited to the two center geometry, and result in tractable, 

although somewhat lengthy, exact expressions. The spheroidal 

coordinates, for better or worse, were chosen. Spheroidal 

coordinates are described in some detail in Appendix 1. 

The Morse, Young} Haurwitz wave functions and interaction 
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potential in spheroidal coordinates are 

>] 

2.24 

H 
_ - e 

The integrals to be evaluated are (in atomic units) 

ar * •* 

H„ --i-WWul )i"A^ 
0 f> t 

2T» «° 

+ <t,4I ( f-3 TT + 3 
0/5 , 

2*1? 

« /3 l 

4 dx* 

z- i a I I3 
+ a 

- M * fJ 
? _ -Î J e-

Afc^ *"*0 

-ab, A 

J V \ 
o ft 
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3TTI <*> 

Hja=-i eftf ffldUlM 
2rri <>o 

) 

of I 
Zïï I 00 

Mn'Hv* r^+l)f-f"l4+ fŸ'f) 
TK.lll * rn,£P 1 

A d, JfJjdr^d+frV^o rvhi+1j ( ^ 
°Plzn*oo 

% C 0 

01* I ^ t 
zm - i/*/ 2.25 

[ffd ^ <*# +v+ H) 
O? 1 A 

The limit of integration O in coordinate^ is the para¬ 

bolic sheet outside the metal surface at which integration is 

terminated. The shape of this changes as the incident atom 

approaches the surface. At long distances it is extremely 

close to a planar surface, while at close surface-atom sep¬ 

arations it is quite curved. This curvature is, of course, 

an undesirable feature of the spheroidal coordinates. However, 

we expect the image potential approximation itself to break 

down before this factor becomes important. For tungsten, the 

value of^ at which potential energy of the electron is equal 

to -10.2 eV is 

é = V-3S. 
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The exponential integrals must be done numerically. A 

series expansion, provided as an IBM Scientific Subroutine 

Package was used. Care must be ex-ercised in numerical 

integration or series evaluation of the exponential integrals 

at or ^ = 0. It was found that evaluation of the energy 

shifts at very large surface-atom distances could not be 

accurately carried out for this reason. Since all of the 

other integral terms have the same general form it was found 

easiest to do the integrations only once for each form. The 

completed integrations, which may be useful in any integration 

of this type in spheroidal coordinates are listed in Appendix 2. 

The final expression for the integrals can be found in 

Appendix 4. 

Asymptotic Form of the Matrix Elements 

It is quite easy to find the asymptotic form for these 

matrix elements. The calculation is done in spherical co¬ 

ordinates since for very large atom-surface distances the 

integrals can be done over all space. The interaction poten¬ 

tial in spherical coordinates is 

when is small because of the singularity of the integrand 
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This expression can be expanded in series form to yield 

4s ~ (nas*e)a>&+~ 

The integrals over the leading term, which is not a function 

of r, are trivially l/4s for the diagonal matrix elements and 

zero for the off diagonal elements. Those over the second 

term lead to the asymptotic expressions 

11 (*) _ l.%30ü> a,ü. 
n ii ~ s5 ' 

U (a) - 
hzz s-* 

u M _ ii^ -ja.aoa nia ~ Hzi " 3*f 

Exchange 

The exact Hamiltonian for helium is of the form 

H- H'(i.a) 

where both electrons are included in each energy term. In 

fact the calculations were performed with the simpler form 

H= Htte0.a)+ H'U) 4- H“U) 
where "2" refers to the outer electron. This is equivalent 
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to ignoring the effect of exchange in the interaction of the 

atom with the metal. There are several reasons for excluding 

the interaction of the inner core electron with the metal 

from the calculation. First, the core electron is tightly 

bound in a small region of space. This means that even if 

the shift in energy (due to the image term H* ) were large, 

there would be a small physical distortion of the orbital, 

and it is the physical distortion of the orbital and its 

effect on the outer electron that we are interested in. 

(The ground state electron cannot resonance ionize because 

it is not degenerate with an empty metallic state.) Second, 

the magnitude of the exchange interaction is large only for 

states with large overlap, and since the core electron is 

highly localized, its overlap with the excited electron is 

small. In fact we are well justified in excluding the 

exchange interaction from the calculation of the energy of the 

outer electron for the purposes of the present calculation. 

Helium vrs. Hydrogen 

As a summary, it seems appropriate to outline what has 

and what has not been done in the variational calculation. 

We have done a full variational calculation for the problem 

of metastable hydrogen on a metal surface, varying both linear 
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and non-linear parameters. We have also included the pos- 

ibility of modeling a helium atom in a one electron fashion 

with hydrogenic wavefunctions by inserting an artificial 

energy splitting ^ESL between the 2s and 2p^ states. These 

calculations have also been done with an external electric 

field present at the surface.. The results of these calcula¬ 

tions for hydrogen show that the energy levels and resonant 

ionization rates are not particularly sensitive to the 

variation of the non-linear parameters. 

This conclusion has important consequences for the 

variational problem for helium: we need notvary the non¬ 

linear parameters. This is a desirable result because to 

vary the nonlinear parameters, or screening charges, the full 

ls-2s exchange problem must be done for helium, which entails 

considerable calculation. We have done the variational 

calculation for helium using Morse, Young, Haurwitz wave- 

functions using linear variation. We expect this technique 

to capture the most significant aspects of the interaction. 
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Chapter III The Resonant Ionization Process 

Introduction 

As a metastable atom approachès a metal surface the 

description of the electronic state of the excited atom as an 

eigenfunction of the isolated atom Hâmiltonian becomes in¬ 

appropriate. There are two effects which significantly alter 

the electronic configuration in the interaction region. First, 

the image charge potential distorts the electron density 

distribution, an effect which can be modeled by adding higher 

configurations to the wavefunction. There is a resultant 

change in the energy level of the excited electron. Second, 

the localized atomic state approaches a continuum of unfilled 

states in the metal (if it is above the Fermi level). 

Resonant ionization of the excited atom becomes possible. 

This process can be thought of as a tunneling of the atomic 

electron through the potential barrier separating the atom 

and metal. 

The interaction of the atom with the metallic continuum 

acts to broaden the atomic energy level, resulting in some 

finite width r. In this picture the transition rate from 

atomic to metallic states is given by w = T1 /h. 

There are several methods that one might use to calculate 
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the resonant ionization rate. Several applicable techniques 

have been developed for the field emission process in which 

metallic electrons are induced to leave a metal surface by 

application of a strong electric field (on the order of 

7 
10 volts/cm). The electrons preferentially leave the surface 

at adsorption sites, which makes the process useful in viewing 

the microscopic structure of the surface^ ^. 

An obvious technique for calculation of the transition 

6 3 
rates in this process is the W.K.B. method . This method 

could also be applied to the resonant ionization process, 

where the excited electron is thought to impinge on the 

surface barrier with the rotational frequency of the atom. 

The angular dependence of the electron tunneling probability, 

however, does not make this an attractive alternative for 

this problem. 

Several authors have applied the formal theory of scat¬ 

tering to the excited atom-surface interaction^' ^. In 

particular, Wenaas and Howsman have calculated the total 

secondary electron yield from the Auger neutralization of 

noble gas ions incident on a tungsten surface. They use a 

distorted wave Born approximation using Coulomb wavefunctions 

to allow for the interaction of the secondary electrons with 

the incident ion. There are several advantages inherent in 

this approach. The scattering information is obtained in 
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terms of the initial and final states and the scattering 

potential only. It is not necessary to consider the state 

of the system as a function of the surface-atom distance. 

This eliminates the need to calculate energy level shifts or 

classical trajectory. 

On the other hand, it is sometimes desirable to know the 

transition probability as a function of distance from the 

surface, as a means of comparing the rates of competing pro¬ 

cesses, for example. This might be important if adsorbed 

atoms or molecules on the surface provided an alternate mode 

of de-excitation of the excited atom through Penning ionization, 

a process to be considered later. For this reason the scat¬ 

tering theory approach seems inappropriate here. 

It is also possible to employ a variational technique in 

the calculation of the ionization rate. This has been done 

by Boudreaux and Cut 1erThey write the wavefunction for 

the atom metal system as ^ = + w^ere is the total 

system state with a neutral atom outside the metal surface. 

^ is the total system state with an ion outside the metal 

surface and an extra electron in the metal. They minimize 

the energy of the system with respect to the variational 

parameter X . The ionizational probability, as a function of 

distance is I A l2. This method has the disadvantage that the 

variational method is least sensitive to changes in the wave- 
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< 

function where it is very small, yet this is the region where 

the greatest overlap between metal and atomic states occurs. 

Finally, the most popular technique for calculating 

resonant ionization and Auger process rates employs the 

golden rule of time dependent perturbation theory^' 

The transition rate is of the form 

e(ü) \Tif]z 3.1 

* *|- 

where jP(E) is the density of the continuum states and the sum 

is over all degeneracies of the system. The matrix element 

T^ is given by 

Tif - <%f | H’li-:) 3.2 

where X ^ and jC ^ are the final and initial states respective¬ 

ly and H’ is the perturbing potential that causes the trans¬ 

ition. 

Transition Matrix Elements 

There has been some question, as to whether the golden 

rule formula employing simple bound and continuum states is 

appropriate to the calculation of autoionization rates. The 

problem is that finding the correct final state wavefunction 
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is just as difficult as a complete solution of the full 

Schrodinger equation, which is prohibitively complex. 

67 
Miller has argued that in the region of the localized 

state , the atomic wavefunction, is an approximate solution 

of the full Schrodinger equation so that 

(H-E 0 3.3 

The exact matrix element H-E )|+> , where ^ is the 

exact wavefunction, gets little contribution from this local¬ 

ized region of small r. Hence the asymptotic form of ^ , 

which is the unperturbed metallic wavefunction X in thic case, 

is a good approximation for . If we have the orthogonality 

condition <HX> = 0, a requirement discussed below, then 

<<H** <4>lv|x> 

and we are justified in employing the golden rule in the 

simple form 

I < <t>i v| x>|a. 3*4 

Now, in the interaction of the metastable atom with the 

surface the initial and final states in the resonant ioniza¬ 

tion process are not the same. The initial state is an 

excited atom and a metal with N electrons, the final state is 

an ion and a metal with N+l electrons. This situation is 
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described as a rearrangement collision, where the initial 

and final states are eigenstates of different Hamiltonians. 

The Hamiltonian for the initial state (priorform) is 

H = H^t H*-/* 

U9** - V2"- eVr 

+ ©VR. 
For the final state we have (postform) 

H ~ H/w, + 

'-£v‘-c^4 + «VR 

H/H-A. * “ eVr 

Equations 3.5 represent an atomic electron perturbed by the 

presence of its image and the image of its core, whereas 3.6 

represents a metallic electron perturbed by the presence of 

the atomic core. Specifically the eigenfunctions of the 

Hamiltonian H are not unperturbed eigenfunctions of the 
m 

2 
metal because of the presence of the image terms -q /4<j and 

2 , 
+q /R. We can, however, go ahead and approximate the eigen¬ 

functions of this Hamiltonian by unperturbed metal eigen¬ 

functions for two reasons. First, since many electrons in 

the metal respond to the image perturbation, individual 
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electrons will be shifted only very slightly in energy and 

position. Second, and perhaps more important, in the interior 

region of the metal the build up of charge at the surface 

effectively screens the electric field. It is only in a thin 

layer at he surface (of thickness on the order of the Fermi 

screening length) that we expect any change in the metallic 

eigenfunctions. 

9 
Gadzuk has explicitly discussed the form of the single 

electron matrix element for this Hamiltonian in light of the 

rearrangement collision aspects of the atom surface inter¬ 

action. He argues that since detailed balance ensures that 

the rate of the resonant ionization process be equal to that 

of the resonant neutralization process, given that the initial 

conditions are the same, the exact matrix element 3.3 will 

have the same value regardless of whether the prior 3.5 or 

post 3.6 form of the Hamiltonian is used. The problem of 

non-orthogonality between initial and final states is dis¬ 

cussed. Gadzuk explicitly calculates the contribution to the 

transition rate matrix element due to nonorthogonality by 

expanding the metal wave functions in a sum of orthogonal 

localized basis functions analogous to Wannier functions 

and keeping only that orbital directly beneath the atomic 

function in the metal. He finds that the nonorthogonal 

contribution to the matrix element is greater when the prior 
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form of the Hamiltonian is used than with the post form. In 

fact, with his simplifying assumptions the contribution to 

the post form of the matrix element due to nonorthogonaliy 

is zero. This result is desirable since computation of the 

matrix elements is somewhat easier with the post form of the 

Hamiltonian. Thus, we feel confident in using the simple 

form 3.4 for the transition rate matrix element. 

The Metal 

The interaction of an atom with a metal surface involves 

a large number of particles. A first principles calculation 

explicitly involving even a fraction of the metallic electrons 

and cores is prohibitively complex, and some rather severe, 

but not inaccurate, approximations must be made. 

In all of what follows the metal is treated in the 

Sommerfeld approximation at zero temperature. The jellium 

approximation is used for the positive background with a 

sharp cutoff in jellium density at the metal surface. The 

electronic charge is allowed to exponentially penetrate the 

surface (cf. Fig. 3). 

In this model, the electronic wavefunctions are given by 

de„L%) 
3.7 
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Figure III-l. Configuration of electron charge density- 
in the Sommerfeld model. 
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where 

- kï/a», 
+ k£j + ko,l 
+• fet- 

+ K 
The x and y coordinates are parallel to the metal surface, 

and are denoted by indices 1 and 2, respectively; 3 corresponds 

to coordinate z. Primes indicate energy is to be measured 

from the bottom of the conduction band, the subscript o 

signifies a bound metallic state, k and k^ are positive 

imaginary numbers. Box normalization, with cubic edge length 

L, has been assumed. 

The Sammerfeld model has been shown to be sufficiently 

accurate for current surface process calculations. Bardeen 

has demonstrated that the form of the surface barrier is due 

primarily to exchange and correlation effects rather than 

Coulombic attraction of one electron for the surface double 

layer. For this reason electronic redistribution at the 

surface is not of primary importance. Even in the presence 

of a perturbing particle, such as an external electron, there 

are enough electrons in the metal so that each electron need 

be shifted only very slightly in energy and position to 

provide effective screening inside the metal. 
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Evaluation of the Matrix Element 

We wish to calculate 

^ ^ i H i 'y 

where tf* is the bound state wavefunction; in this case a 

trial function from the variational program consisting of a 

linear combination of 2s and 2p eigenfunctions, 

'i'k = k, ^is +■ kx 

so that 

Tif = < I?. -I- k* I H ' I uj > 3 8 

= k,Ti.f2s + k^Tcf?. 
That is, the matrix elements from the +2s and % parts of the 

wavefunction are simply additive. This result contradicts the 

49 
assertion made by Sternberg about the effect of 2s-2p mixing 

on the transition rate. He points out that the image potential 

will distort a metastable 2s atom by shifting theelectron 

density with respect to the atomic core, and that this effect 

could be modeled by adding the 2p eigenfunction to the 2s. 

He concludes that this 2p mixing is not important because 

the transition rate calculated with the pure 2p wavefunction 

does not differ from that calculated with the pure 2s 
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wave function by more than a few percent. The important 

point to notice, however, is that the sign o.f the matrix 

element for the 2p function is opposite that for the 2s 

function, at least in the region where most of the transition 

probability originates (region 1 of figure III-3). Thus the 

fact that the magnitudes of the transition matrix elements 

are comparable has a tremendous effect on the transition 

rate if the 2s-2p mixing becomes large before the transition 

has had a chance to occur. 

The transition rate matrix element has the form 

where u^ is the Sommerfeld metallic wavefunction given above 

and ^ and ^2s are ^ydrogenic wave functions for meta¬ 

stable hydrogen and Morse, Young, Haurwitz wave functions for 

metastable helium. The Hamiltonian is of the post form for 

interaction of an ion core with an unperturbed metal. The 

integral should, ideally, be done over all z, however to do 

this accurately some kind of screening of the potential 

would have to be imposed inside the metal. The integration 

inside the metal is done over the product of the oscillating 

metallic wavefunction, a decaying screening parameter, and 

the exponentially decaying atomic wavefunction. Due to the 
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+2 

Figure III-2. The integration of the transition matrix 
element is carried out in region 1 and 2, but not in 
region 0. 
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oscillatory nature of the metallic function we expect the 

contribution from this region to be zero and allow for this 

by imposing a unit step function at the surface. 

Details of the integration technique are given in 

Appendix 3. The final results for atomic wavefunction 

^ - ’‘I'KS + is the sum 

l if ~~ J?i Tif (as) + ki.Tc+lzft) 

For the entire region outside the metal 

Tif ^s)= -afip 
tev F 

+• 
o-&)] 

- Fll 

3.8 

2 2 2 2 
where F = a + k^ + k^* T^e flrs1- term in brackets 

represents the contribution to the integral from the region 

between the metal surface and the atom, and has previously 

been derived by Gadz.uk. The second term is the contribution 

from the region beyond the atom (cf. figure III-c). 

The matrix element originating from the 2p part of the 

variational wavefunction is 

+ {v1 fees ez e~Fs 

kv L*/x F 
3.9 

where again the first term in brackets is the contribution 
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from region 1, the second from region 2. Note that for both 

l\^(2s) and T\^(2p) the terms originating in region 1 are 

2 
proportional to a decaying exponential times s whereas the 

terms for region 2 are proportional to a decaying exponential 

alone. 

The transition rate is related to the matrix element by 

■'*^5P6lT,'r 

The sum is over degeneracies of the atomic state (spin) and 

•«A 

the metallic state on the energy shell (direction of k). 

For a free-electron metal the density of states is 

P = \_m k LVair)*] 

so that 

jf1 iTCffdë 3.10 

0 0 

In order to do the angular integration it is necessary to make 

the identifications (recall k^ is the wavevector of the final 

state measured from the bottom of the band) 

“ ko 

F2* a? + 
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Making these substitutions we have the final expressions 

for the transition rate 
TT/l 

= 4lkt]e ko Ie&\$cp>x0 _6 __ a/*" J^, 
(«î+ 

0 

Lâl__(n-i. )■ 1 II 3 a.? 
is+kjWp/'S- <îsS(«î+ls{9»^fc' ■îW’+WW^ty 

-É !__ kjas** — C  Af 
(«P + W’-si.'tfJfe a. (<Ç+ y* si»*») 

3.12 

where k^ is the wavevector equivalent of the bottom of the 

conduction band (10.2 eV for W) and where kg and kg are the 

wavevectors measured from the top and bottom of the band, 

respectively, k and k are the linear variational parameters, 
1 2 

a and a are the nonlinear variational parameters both of 
s p 

which are determined by the variational calculation described 

in Chapter II. 

Gadzuk, in evaluating the somewhat simpler integral for 

the 2s contribution from region 1 makes the small angle 

approximation, i.e., sin. With this approximation the 

integral can be done analytically. The accuracy of this 

method is highly questionable, however, since the integrand 

has approximately fifty percent of its maximum value at 

0 = fT /4 radians, where the small $ approximation is poor. 

He also chooses an unconventional definition for angle 
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where Q is zero in coincidence with -z, however explicit 

calculation shows that the resultant integration (or the one 

in this calculation) is not changed in magnitude with this, 

or the standard, definition of 0 . We choose to do the 

integration numerically. An IBM Scientific Subroutines 

Package for Romberg corrected trapezoidal integration was 

employed. This package provides an error limit of better 

than 1% for this integral. 

Integration of this expression, 3.12 then gives us the 

transition rate for resonant ionization of an excited atom 

approaching a metal surface. It has been found using the 

Sommerfeld model of the metal with a free electron density 

of metallic states and includes the mixing of 2s and 2p 

states of the atom caused by image interaction. We expect 

expression 3.12 to be most accurate at atom surface sep¬ 

arations of more than approximately 8aQ. 



Chapter IV - Results and Discussion 

Introduction 

The goal of this thesis has been to examine in some 

detail the state of an excited atom in the vicinity of a 

metal surface and the various avenues of de-excitation 

open to such an atom. We have found that the distortion of 

the electronic wavefunction from an unperturbed eigen¬ 

function of the free Hamiltonian has a pronounced effect 

on the de-excitation mechanism at the surface. This dis¬ 

tortion has been modeled in two ways; through inclusion 

of the 2P eigenfunction in the variational wavefunction 

and through variation of the non-linear exponential par¬ 

ameter in the variational wavefunction. This flexibility 

in the electronic configuration leads to significant low¬ 

ering of the electronic energy levels and an increase in 

the resonant ionization rate as a function of distance 

from the surface. 

The implications of the reduction in the electronic 

energy levels near the surface are dependent upon what 

system is being considered. For resonant ionization to 

occur, the atomic energy level must be above the Fermi 

level of the metal. In a simple first order perturbation 

56 
theory calculation, as performed by Gadzuk and others, 

where the shift in the energy level is taken to be the 

diagona}±iatrix element of the unperturbed 2S atomic state 
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and the H* interaction Hamiltonian; a simple monatonic 

increase in the energy level is expected. Inclusion of the 

2P state in the wavefunction and à variational calculation 

for the energy show that this expectation is not necessar¬ 

ily justified. The electronic energy level may actually 

dip down below the Fermi level of the metal when the atom 

is sufficiently close to the surface. This effect has 

been demonstrated for the case of metastable helium inci¬ 

dent on a tungsten surface. 

The implications of the electronic energy level shift 

are, of course, strongly dependent on the unperturbed 

energy level of the incident atom, the Fermi level of the 

metal upon which the atom impinges, and the state of the 

surface. The variation of the energy level from the simple 

form predicted by Gadzuk is most severe close to the sur¬ 

face, so that this effect becomes most important in the 

region where Auger neutralization, and resonant neutral¬ 

ization followed by Auger de-excitation are competing pro¬ 

cesses. 

A significant factor in the determination of the res¬ 

onance ionization rate is the distortion of the atom dis¬ 

cussed earlier. The distortion is most pronounced in the 

case where the unperturbed 2S and 2P energy levels are 

degenerate, as for hydrogen. In fact, as the elementary 

theory of the linear Stark effect shows, for uniform fields 

the mixing is complete even for the weakest field strength. 

This equal mixing of the 2S and 2P states promotes the 

resonant ionization process. The effect of lifting the 
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degeneracy by small increments will be discussed below. 

It will be seen that the most significant difference be¬ 

tween the resonant ionization of hydrogen and helium is 

due to the splittin of the 23 and 2P levels in helium by 

the electron-electron interaction. 

It is interesting to speculate as to what effect an 

electric field at the surface would have on the resonant 

ionization rate. This has been investigated in a quantita¬ 

tive manner by adding an energy term corresponding to an 

electric field to the Hamiltonian. The electric field has the 

effect of increasing or decreasing the polarization of the 

atom caused by the metal surface depending on the direction 

of the external field. In fact if the electric field is 

strong enough, the influence of the splitting of the 23 and 

2P levels in helium can be overcome and large scale mixing 

of the states can be accomplished at large distances from 

the surface. Hence, an externally applied electric field should 

have a marked effect on the nature of the de-excitation pro¬ 

cess for excited atoms at the surface. 

The effect of an externally applied field on the state 

of an atom on or in the vicinity of a metal surface is of 

special interest in the area of field ionization micros¬ 

copy, in which an electron is induced to leave a metal sur¬ 

face by such a field. 

Finally, the large scale mixing of 23 and 2P levels of 

an atom near a surface opens up the possibility 
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of another de-excitation mechanism. It is well known that 

the 2P state of hydrogen in a beam is short lived because 

of the radiative de-excitation process. It was argued by 
in 

Shekhter4- in 1937 that this radiative mode is not an im¬ 

portant de-excitation mechanism simply because the rad- 

iative lifetime for hydrogen , approximately 10 seconds, 

is much longer than the collision time of the atom with 

the surface. If the 2S-2P mixing occurs to a large extent 

long before the probability of resonant ionization becomes 

large (because the electronic energy level is below the 

Fermi level of the metal or because the transition matrix 

elements are very small) then the radiative de-excitation 

process may be possible in a region of space outside some 

critical distance for resonant ionization. The time the 

excited atom spends in this region will be greatly in¬ 

creased if the beam of excited atoms comes in at grazing 

incedence. Of course, the radiative process cannot occur 
3 

for 2 S metastable helium approaching a metal surface 

because of the selection rule on spin. 

Results for Hydrogen on Tungsten 

The interaction of a metastable hydrogen atom with 

a metal surface has been treated exactly, as least as far 

as this model allows. The following tables give the upper 

and lower energy roots of the distorted atom as a function 
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of distance from the surface, s; artificial splitting of 

the (unperturbed) degenerate energy levels, AE^; and 

externally applied electric field, E^y. 

These numbers are the result of a variational calcu¬ 

lation using the trial wavefunction 

Ÿ= fe, M'Cas) + k* Y(aP) 
where the exponential parameters in these (hydrogenic) 

eigenfunctions have been varied to minimize the energy 

with no artificial splitting or applied field. Variation 

of the exponential parameters results in an energy lower¬ 

ing on the order of .005 Hartrees at a distance of 6 aQ 

and much less than that at large distances. This is cer¬ 

tainly not a significant factor in the energy lowering. 

The exponential parameter does, however, appear in the 

transition matrix element so that some error may be intro¬ 

duced in the transition rate in the presence of strong 

electric fields because the nonlinear parameters have not 

been varied with respect to these fields. This effect is 

not thought to be dominant. 

For the case of metastable hydrogen approaching a 

metal surface tables IV-1 and IV-2 show the variation in 

energy level and 2S-2P mixing at a variety of atom-surface 

distances. Table IV-1 refers to the case of an external 

electric field llEX perpendicular to the surface and point- 

ing^utward; in the positive ê direction. This field acts 

to induce a dipole in the same dirction as that induced by 
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the image charges. Table IV-2 applies to a field pointing 

inward (toward -z). 

In tables IV-1 and IV-2 each horozontal row refers 

to a specific value of the externally applied electric 

$ 
field in atomic units (1 a.u. = 51 -2» X 10 volts/cm). The 

columns represent zeroth order splitting AE^ Hartrees 

(1 Hartree = 27.2 eV). The first two numbers in each block 

are the upper and lower energy roots. The second two num¬ 

bers are the linear variational parameters and k2 respec¬ 

tively, for the lower energy root. The parameters k^ and 

kg for the upper energy root are the same two numbers 

taken in the opposite order, the second taken with the 

opposite sign. 

Several interesting features can be immediately seen 

from the tables. As one goes down any column in table IV-1, 

for the electric field parallel to that due to the image 

charges, the amount of P state in the variational wave- 

function increases if kg is less than k^ and decreases 

if kg is greater than k^. That is, the uniform electric 

field acts to restore equal mixing of the states. A more 

dramatic effect is observed in going from left to right 

in any row; increasing the zeroth order splitting between 

the 2S and 2P states tends to destroy the mixing. Moving 

down the right most column it is apparent that it takes a 

tremendous electric field to restore the mixing when there 

is a AEgk of 2.7 eV. 
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The energy level curves for several values of the 

parameters AEg^ and Egj have been graphed in figures IV-1 

through IV-4. In going from figure IV-1 to figure IV-2 

the effect of adding a zeroth order splitting AEg^ can be 

observed. This addition splits the states at infinity, it 

also has the effect of raising the lower energy level 

slightly near the surface, the states couple less effec¬ 

tively because of the splitting. The addition of an elec¬ 

tric field in the positive z direction, figures IV-3 and 

IV-4, serves to split the states at large distances from the 

surface, and to reduce the energy of the lower state at 

all atom surface separations. Notice that the energy low¬ 

ering in the presence of the electric field is not so 

great with the zeroth order splitting (figure IV-4) as it 

is without the splitting (figure IV-3). 

Table IV-2 lists the results of the variational cal¬ 

culation in the case where the electric field is aligned 

antiparallel to that due to the image charges. 

In table IV-1 we saw that increasing the field strength 

augmented th^e amount of P state mixed in the variational 

wavefunction, if k£ was initially less than k^. Now, in 

table IV-2 we see that increasing the field strength in¬ 

itially decreases k£, but for very strong fields k2 changes 

sign and becomes larger in absolute value. This effect 

represents flipping the dipole from a positive configuration 

where the negative charge is drawn toward the surface to 

a negative value. 
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An analogous effect can be seen as we vary the strength 

of the image interaction, that is, change the atom-surface 

distance s. An interesting result is shown in figure IV-5. 

At large atom-surface separations the external field Eg^ 

dominates, the dipole moment is negative. As the atom 

approaches s = & aQ the image interaction becomes compar¬ 

able in strength to that of the external field and at 

s = & aQ the dipole changes direction. There is an avoided 

crossing in the energy level curves corresponding to a 

change in sign of the off diagonal matrix element in ex¬ 

pression 2.13. Adding zeroth order splitting AEgg =0.27 

eV to the atomic levels does not qualitatively change the 

picture (cf. figure IV-6). 

If the splitting is very large, as in figure IV-7 

(AESL = 0.1 Hartree), the attractive dip in the lower 

energy level curve is completely washed out. Making the 

electric field very large (Eg^ = 0.1 a.u.) leads to a mon- 

otonically increasing lower energy curve, but a dip appears 

in the upper curve, as in figure IV-â. 

The Resonant Ionization Rate 

The transition rate for resonant ionization has been 

calculated for hydrogen using expression 3.12 and the 

values of the linear parameters kg and k.2 and nonlinear 

parameters as and a^ found in the variational calculation. 

The results of this calculation are listed in table IV-3 
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and figure IV-9. Notice that the transition rates for both 

the lower and that upper curve are given for hydrogen, the 

rate for the unmixed case is given for comparison. 

It is necessary to know the transition rate for both 

the upper and lower curves for hydrogen because of the 
_3 

degeneracy of the 2S and 2P states at infinity. The s 

asymptotic dependence of the and H22 matrix elements, 

compared to the s*"^ asymptotic dependence of the ^i2=^21 

matrix elements ensures equal mixing of the 2S and 2P 

states far from the metal surface. 

Now, the wavefunction for what will become the lower 

curve near the surface has the form 

Suppose that we know that the atom is in a 2S state at 

large atom-surface separations, where we also have the 

condition 

Then, the only way both of these conditions can be satis¬ 

fied is if we write 

i.e., the incoming atom is in a linear combination of the 

lower, attractive state, corresponding to a positive dipole, 

and the upper curve has the form 
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and upper, repulsive state, corresponding to a negative 

dipole. 

The transition rate for the lower state is greater 

than that for the unperturbed atom because charge density 

is shifted from a region far from the surface to one near 

the surface. The rate for the upper state is dramatically 

reduced as charge is shifted away from the metal. The 

correct average of these two rates depends on the actual 

values of k^ and k2 at the point where the asymptotic 

condition can be applied. The important point to notice, 

however, is that the resonant ionization transition can 

take place over a very wide range of distance s since 

the rates for the upper and lower curves differ by well 

over an order of magnitude. The ionization process should 

occur with high probability somewhere between lâ to 9 aQ 

from the surface; this being the range in which both the 

lower and upper curves achieve a transition rate compar- 

—12 
able to the inverse collision time (approximately 10 

sec-^) for thermal velocity atoms. 

If a zeroth order energy splitting is imposed on the 

2S and 2P levels, the ambiguity about which energy curve 

the atom rides in on is eliminated, since k2 for the lower 

curve and k^ for the upper rapidly go to zero with increasing 

s. An atom in the 2S state at infinity is constrained to 

the lower curve. The transition rate for the lower curve 

for a splitting AEg^ of 0.01 Hartree, or .27 eV, is listed 
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in table IV-4 and figure IV-10. Here the effect of the 2S- 

2P mixing is to increase the transition rate. As would be 

expected from a simple consideration of the charge density 

in the transition region, the mixing just about doubles 

the transition rate. The transition rate has become quite 

large, however, by the time the rate enhancement due to the 

mixing becomes significant. 

Results for Helium on Tungsten 

In this section we present the results of the linear 
3 

variational calculation for 2 S metastable helium incident 
5 $ on a tungsten surface. Morse, Young, and Haurwitz^ wave- 

functions have been used. Again, on the basis of the results 

for hydrogen, the nonlinear parameters have not been 

varied; we feel that this would lead to only a very slight 

reduction in the energy levels. 

The energy level curves for helium are presented in 

table IV-5 and figure IY-11. The Fermi level for tungsten 

(4.54 ev ) is indicated by the dashed line. The critical 

distance for resonant ionization occurs at 25 aQ. Notice 

that the energy level begins to fall near the surface. This 

trend might be more pronounced if a more general distortion 

of the atom were allowed. The tendancy of the energy level 

to fall combined with the uncertainty in the Fermi level 

for tungsten may allow resonant neutralization of a helium 

ion in the region near the surface. For metals with higher 
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Table IV-1. The following tables are arranged by atom- 

surface distance s. The zeroth order energy splitting 

AEQT is in a.u. (l Hartree = 27.2 eV). The external 

electric field is in atomic units (l a.u. = 51.4x10 volt/ 

cm).Each block consists of 

a - the upper energy root, 

b - the lower energy root, 

c - k^ parameter for the lower root, 

d - k.2 parameter for the lower root. 
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S = 4 aQ 

N^SL - 0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 
EE]N 
.00000 -.041720 -.041722 -.041663 -.041073 -.034303 .045351 

-.092394 -.092390 -.092359 -.092549 -.039319 -.079973 
.30673 .30634 .30733 .31222 .35511 .93009 
.59035 .59077 .59010 .56335 • 51344 .19357 

.00001 -.041713 -.041712 -.041653 -.041063 -.034794 .045335 
-.092903 -.092900 -.092369 -.092559 -.039323 -.079977 

.30675 .30630 .30730 .31213 .35507 .93007 

.59090 .59032 .59014 .53340 .51351 .19364 

.00010 -.041633 -.041626 -.041563 -.040973 -.034714 .045390 
-.092939 -.092936 -.092954 -.092644 -.039903 -.030012 

.30644 -30649 .30693 .31136 .35463 .97994 

.59132 .59125 .59057 .53335 .51916 .19929 

.00100 -.040773 -.040766 -.040703 -.040123 -.033913 .045747 
-.093349 -.093345 -.093314 -.093499 -.090710 -.030369 

.30314 .30396 .30395 .30371 .35036 .97361 

.59543 .59535 .59470 .53320 .52539 .20572 

.01000 -.032065 -.032059 -.032004 -.031452 -.025644 .049373 
-.102557 -.102553 -.102513 -.102170 -.093973 -.034500 

.73072 .73077 .76115 .76501 .32065 .96413 

.62433 .62432 .62434 .61943 .57143 .26544 

.10000 .057313 .057324 .057372 .057350 .062723 .119319 
-.191940 -.191936 -.191394 -.191472 -.137350 —.154441 

.72363 .72369 .72332 .73005 .74220 .34239 

.63435 •6$4&4 .63471 .63339 .67017 .53309 
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S = ô aQ 

.00000 

0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

-.001056 -.031051 -.031006 -.030557 -.075505 .002665 
-.120614 -.120609 -.120563 -.120113 -.II6165 -.104336 

.70192 .70201 .70232 .71037 .73477 .93213 

.71225 .71217 .71137 .70333 .61979 .13319 

.00001 -.001046 -.031041 -.030996 -.030547 -.075495 .002669 
-.120624 -.120619 -.120573 -.120123 -.116175 -.104339 

.70192 .70201 .70232 .71037 .73473 .93212 

.71225 .71216 .71136 .70333 .61933 .13327 

.00010 -.000956 -.030951 -.030906 -.030457 -.075407 .002702 
-.120714 -.120709 -.120663 -.120213 -.116263 -.104373 

.70195 .70204 .70234 .71035 .73442 .90197 

.71223 .71214 .71135 .70334 .62023 .13904 

.00100 -.030056 -.030051 -.030006 -.079557 -.074530 .003043 
-.120714 -.120709 -.120663 -.120213 -.116263 -.104373 

.70217 .70226 .70303 .71069 .73139 .93047 

.71201 .71192 .71116 .70351 .62405 .19665 

.01000 -.071056 -.071051 -.071007 -.070557 -.065633 .007112 
-.130613 -.130603 -.130563 -.130113 -.125932 -.103732 

.70367 .70373 .70426 .70961 .76035 .96331 

.71053 .71047 .70994 .70460 .64951 .26653 

.10000 .013942 .013947 .013992 .019442 .024035 .073343 
-.220612 -.220607 -.220562 -.220112 -.215705 -.130513 

.70625 .70627 .70640 .70773 .72037 .33166 

.70796 .70794 .70731 .70643 .69307 .55523 
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S = 3 a o 

E^L 

EE]K 
.00000 

0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

-.095409 -.095434 -.095440 -.094937 -.039323 -.004054 
-.113352 -.113347 -.113301 -.113353 -.110013 -.105236 • 

.69347 .69367 .70042 .71770 .35439 .99535 

.71564 .71545 .71373 .69636 .51332 .09105 

.00001 -.095479 -.095474 -.095430 -.094977 0.039314 -.004052 
-.113362 -.113357 -.113311 -.113363 -.110027 -.105233 

.69343 .69367 .70042 .71763 .35477 .99534 

.71563 .71544 .71373 .69637 .51901 .09114 

.00010 -.095339 -.095334 -.095340 -.094337 -.039234 -.004036 
-.113952 -.113947 -.113901 -.113453 -.110107 -.105305 

.69356 .69376 .70049 .71753 .35374 .99576 

.71555 .71536 .71366 .69647 .52071 .09201 

.00100 -.094439 —.094434 094440 -.093933 -.033426 -.003363 
-.114352 -.114346 -.114301 -.114353 -.110914 -.105477 

.69932 .69950 .70103 .71666 .34405 .99492 

.71431 .71463 .71309 .69742 .53626 .10063 

.01000 -.035490 -.035435 -.035441 -.034939 -.079905 -.001326 
-.123350 -.123345 -.123300 -.123351 -.119435 -.103014 

.70299 .70303 .70391 .71220 .73794 .93314 

.71120 .71111 .71029 .70193 .61575 .13235 

.10000 .004509 .004514 .004559 .005009 .009613 .065320 
-.213349 -.213344 -.213799 -.213349 -.203953 -.174661 

.70633 .70640 .70655 .70300 .72240 .34103 

.70733 .70731 .70767 .70621 .69143 .54091 
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S = 10 aQ 

^SL 0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

EEXV 

.00000 -.101672 -.101667 -.101623 -.101149 -.094379 -.005737 
-.110043 -.110039 -.109993 -.109567 -.107337 -.105979 

.70251 .70293 .70675 .74361 .93396 .99913 

.71167 .71126 .70747 .66361 .34397 .04176 

.00001 -.101662 -.101657 -.101613 -.101139 -.094373 -.005737 
-.110054 -.110049 -.110003 -.109577 -.107343 -.105960 

.70252 .70294 .70675 .74353 .93373 .99912 

.71166 .71125 .70747 .66371 .34452 .04167 

.00010 -.101572 -.101576 -.101523 -.101050 -.094314 -.005729 
-.110144 -.110139 -.110093 -.109666 -.107402 -.105967 

.70262 .70303 .70675 .74279 .93696 .99906 

.71157 .71116 .70746 .66953 .34944 .04276 

.00100 -.100672 -.100600 -.100623 -.100154 -.093692 -.005644 
-.111043 -.111030 -.110993 -.110562 -.103024 -.106072 

.70340 .70374 .70632 .73677 .91929 .99666 

.71079 .71046 .70740 .67615 .39357 .05170 

.01000 -.091673 -.091663 -.091623 -.091166 -.035335 -.003937 
-.120043 -.120033 -.119993 -.119550 -.115331 -.107779 

.70575 .70533 .70700 .71013 .31524 .99044 

.70046 .70333 .70721 .69591 .57913 .13792 

.10000 -.001673 -.001663 -.001623 -.001172 .003444 .059660 
-.210043 -.210033 -.209993 -.209544 -.205160 -.171396 

.70692 .70694 .70709 .70362 .72363 .64625 

.70729 .70727 .70712 .70559 .69014 .53276 
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S 12 a o 

VEST, 
0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

^EX\ 
.00000 -.105343 -.195336 -.105292 -.104773 -.096376 -.007169 

-.109153 -.109149 -.109105 -.103724 -.107621 -.107303 
.71147 .71239 .72063 .79532 .96363 .99962 
.70272 .70176 .69332 .60619 .16020 .01901 

.00001 -.105333 -.105320 -.105262 -.104763 -.096672 -.007163 
-.109163 -.109156 -.109115 -.103734 -.107625 -.107309 

.71145 .70161 .72055 .79491 .96347 .99932 

.70273 .71236 .69340 .60672 .16107 .01910 

.00010 -.105243 -.105236 -.105192 -.104676 -.096340 -.007135 
-.109253 -.109246 -.109205 -.103321 -.107657 -.107312 

.71126 .71213 .71995 .79142 .96203 .99960 

.70293 .70204 .69402 .61127 .13371 .02003 

.00100 -.104343 -.104336 -.104293 -.103797 -.096445 -.007141 
-.110153 -.110146 -.110104 -.109700 -.103051 -.107356 

.70997 .71056 .71601 .76726 .96564 .99956 

.70423 .70362 .69609 .64133 .25913 .02900 

.01000 -.095344 -.095336 -.095293 -.094332 -.039307 -.005626 
-.119153 -.119146 -.119103 —.113665 -.115170 -.106669 

.70761 .70796 .70929 .72243 .33330 .99316 

.70640 .70626 .70492 .69140 .55232 .11655 

.10000 -.005344 -.005339 -.005294 -.004342 -.000220 .056272 
-.209153 -.209146 -.209103 -.203655 -.204277 -.170769 

.70719 .70721 .70736 .70392 .72431 .34672 

.70702 .70701 .70635 .70592 .63946 .52334 
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S = 15 aQ 

\E3L 
0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

EEXV 

.00000 -.109005 -.109000 -.103950 -.103312 -.099572 -.009609 
-.110291 -.110236 -.110245 -.109933 -.109723 -.109636 

.72590 .72356 .75193 .90553 .99300 .99993 

.60730 .63493 .65925 .42417 .06326 .00637 

.00001 -.100995 -.103990 -.103940 -.103305 -.099571 -.009609 
-.110300 -.110296 -.110255 -.109991 -.109724 -.109637 

.72563 .72326 .75125 .90397 .99794 .99993 

.63303 .63531 .66002 .42759 .06420 .00645 

.00010 -.100905 -.103900 -.103351 -.103233 -.099559 -.009603 
-.110390 -.110336 -.110344 -.110062 -.109737 -.109633 

.72342 .72572 .74610 .39016 .99733 .99997 

.69041 .63799 .66533 .45565 .07305 .00736 

.00100 -.103006 -.103001 -.107954 -.107421 -.099352 -.009536 
-.111290 -.111235 -.111242 -.110374 -.109943 -.109709 

.71452 .71559 .72503 .30921 .93761 .99937 

.69962 .69352 .63366 .53752 .15692 .01639 

.01000 -.099006 -.099001 -.093956 -.093493 -.092375 -.003494 
-.120290 -.120235 -.120240 -.119303 -.116420 -.110302 

.70326 .70342 .70991 .72463 .34433 .99452 

.70596 .70579 .70429 .63914 .53495 .10459 

.10000 -.009006 -.009001 -.003956 -.003505 -.003330 .052745 
-.210239 -.210234 -.210240 -.209791 -.205415 -.172041 

.70723 .70725 .70740 .70393 .72456 .35005 

.70699 .70697 .70631 .70523 .63922 .52670 
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S = 20 aQ 

\Eqr 0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

EEX 
.00000 -.112005 -.112799 -.112740 -.111917 -.102933 -.012940 

-.113126 -.113122 -.113091 -.113015 -.112994 -.112992 
.76173 .77152 .34602 .93932 .99933 1.00000 
.64709 .63624 .53335 .14539 .01576 .00153 

.00001 -.112795 -.112790 -.112731 -.111914 -.102937 -.012940 
-.113136 -.113132 -.113101 -.113013 -.112994 -.112992 

.75^64 .76796 .33977 .93307 .99937 1.00000 

.65151 .64050 .54320 .15447 .01676 .00163 

.00010 -.112706 -.112701 -.112647 -.111330 -.102934 -.012940 
-.113226 -.113221 -.113135 -.113052 -.112993 -.112992 

.74129 .74769 .30043 .97405 .99963 1.00000 

.67119 .66403 .59954 .22652 .02569 .00253 

.00100 -.111007 -.111002 -.111755 -.111194 -.102803 -.012927 
-.114125 -.114120 -.114077 -.113733 -.113123 -.113005 

.71491 .71642 .72931 •3406l .99360 .99993 

.69922 .69766 .63366 .54166 .11304 .01158 

.01000 -.102007 -.102002 -.102757 -.102294 -.096632 -.011919 
-.123124 -.123120 -.123075 -.122633 -.119300 -.114013 

.70000 .70310 .70974 .72515 .34954 .99499 

.70621 .70604 .70447 .63359 .52753 .10000 

.10000 -.012007 -.012302 -.012757 -.012306 -.007631 .048991 
-.213124 -.213119 -.213074 -.212626 -.203250 -.174923 

.70720 .70722 .70737 .70396 .72461 .85054 

.70702 .70700 .70634 .70525 .63916 .52591 
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Figure IV-1. Energy levels curves for hydrogen with 
ESL = 0 and EEX = °* 
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Figure IV-2. Energy level curves 
AEg^ =0.01 and E^y =0. 

for hydrogen with 
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\ 

Figure IV-3. Energy level curves for hydrogen with 
AE<3L “ ® and EEX = 
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Figure IV-4. Energy level curves for hydrogen with 
AESL = 0.01 and EgX = 0.01. 
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Table IV-2. The following tables are arranged by atom- 

surface distance s. The zeroth order splitting is in 
Hartrees. The external electric field is in atomic units. 
Each block consists of 

a - the upper energy root, 
b - the lower energy root, 

c - k^ parameter for the lower root, 
d - k2 parameter for the lower root. 
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S = 4 aQ 

.00000 

.00001 

.00010 

.00100 

.01000 

.10000 

0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

-.041720 -.041722 -.041663 -.041073 -.034803 .045351 
-.092894 -.092890 -.092859 -.092549 -.089819 -.079973 

.80678 .80684 .80733 .81222 .85511 .98009 

.59085 .59077 .59010 .58335 .51844 .19857 

-.041738 -.041731 -.041672 -.041082 -.034812 .045347 
-.092884 -.092881 -.092850 -.092540 -.089810 -.079969 

.80862 .80687 .80737 .81225 .85516 .98010 

.59080 .59073 .59005 .58330 .51837 .19850 

-.041823 -.041817 -.041758 -.041167 -.034892 .045312 
-.092799 -.092795 -.092764 -.092455 -.089731 -.079934 

.80713 .80719 .80768 .81258 .85555 .98023 

.59037 .59029 .58962 .58285 .51772 .19785 ‘ 

-.042679 -.042673 —.042614 -.042018 -.035686 .044969 
-.091942 -.091939 -.091908 -.091604 -.088937 -.079591 

.81039 .81044 .81095 .81596 .85958 .98153 

.58589 .53582 .58511 .57811 .51100 .19132 

-.050980 -.050973 -.050907 -.050238 -.043104 .042176 
-.083641 -.083639 -.083615 -.083384 -.081518 -.076799 

.85814 .85820 .85883 .86488 .91168 .99255 

.51342 .51331 .51227 .50197 .41090 .12186 

.008692 .008697 .008747 .009244 .014361 .077813 
-.143314 -.143309 -.143269 -.142866 -.138983 -.112435 

.74215 .74218 .74237 .74434 .76352 .89632 

.67023 .67020 .66999 .66780 .64579 .44340 
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S 6 ao 
E SL 

E EX 
.00000 

.00001 

.00010 

.00100 

.01000 

.10000 

0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

-.001056 -.081051 -.081006 -.080557 -.075505 .002665 
-.120614 -.120609 -.120563 -.120113 -.116165 -.104336 

.70192 .70201 .70282 .71087 .78477 .98213 

.71225 .71217 .71137 .70333 .61979 .18819 

-.001066 -.081061 -.081016 -.080567 -.075514 .002662 
-.120604 -.120599 -.120553 -.120103 -.116156 -.104332 

.70192 .70201 .70282 .71087 .78480 .98215 

.71226 .71217 .71137 .70332 .61975 .18811 

-.031156 -.081151 -.081106 -.080657 -.075602 .002628 
-.120514 -.120509 -.120463 -.120013 -.116068 -.104299 

.70109 .70199 .70280 .71089 .78512 .98230 

.71223 .71219 .71139 .70331 .61934 .18734 

-.032056 -.082051 -.082006 -.081557 -.076476 .002304 
-.119614 -.119609 -.119563 -.119113 -.115194 -.103974 

.70164 .70174 .70259 .71107 .78846 .98374 

.71253 .71243 .71159 .70312 .61508 .17960 

-.091054 -.091049 -.091005 -.090556 -.0849^2 -.000172 
-.110616 -.110611 -.110565 -.110114 -.106688 -.101498 

.69653 .69677 .69841 .71469 .84673 .99529 

.71743 .71730 .71570 .69944 .53194 .09695 

-.020612 -.020607 -.020562 -.020112 -.015474 .043541 
-.131053 -.181053 -.181008 -.180558 -.176196 -.145211 

.70533 .70585 .70605 .70804 .72754 .87371 

.70833 .70836 .70316 .70618 .68607 .48645 
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S = 8 a o 

\E.ST, 
0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

EE]N 
.00000 -.095409 -.095434 -.095440 -.094937 -.039323 -.004054 

-.113052 -.113347 -.113301 -.113353 -.110013 -.105236 
.69047 .69367 .70042 .71770 .35439 .99535 
.71564 .71545 .71373 .69636 .51332 .09105 

.00001 -.095499 -.095494 -.095450 -.094997 -.039332 -.004056 
-.113042 -.113337 -.113791 -.113343 -.110009 -.105235 

.69346 .69365 .70041 .71771 .35500 .99536 

.71563 .71546 .71374 .69634 .51362 .09095 

.00010 -.095539 -.095534 -.095540 -.095037 -.039411 -.004072 
-.113752 -.113747 -.113701 -.113253 -.109929 -.105263 

.69337 .69357 .70034 .71731 .35605 .99593 

.71573 .71554 .71331 .69624 .51639 .09003 

.00100 -.096433 -.096433 -.096439 -.095937 -.090193 -.004226 
-.112352 -.112347 -.112301 -.112354 -.109142 -.105115 

.69741 .69763 .69959 .71393 .36723 .99669 

.71663 .71646 .71454 .69503 .49732 .03133 

.01000 -.103319 -.103316 -.103731 -.103304 -.094323 -.004337 
-.105521 -.105515 -.105459 -.105037 -.104517 —.104454 

.60744 .60971 .63003 .31234 .99633 .99997 

.79436 .79263 .77657 .53313 .03496 .00317 

.10000 -.013349 -.013344 -.013799 -.013349 -.003724 .043397 
-.195491 -.195436 —.195441 -.194992 -.190617 -.153233 

.70624 .70626 .70643 .70313 .72544 .86041 

.70796 .70795 .70773 .70603 .63329 .50960 
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S = 10 a0 

NEST, 0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

EEX^ 
.00000 -.101672 -.101667 -.101623 -.101149 -.094379 -.005737 

-.110043 -.110039 -.109993 -.109567 -.107337 -.105979 
.70251 .70293 .70675 .74361 .93393 .99913 
.71167 .71126 .70747 .66361 .34397 .04173 

.00001 -.101632 -.101677 -.101633 -.101159 -.094336 -.005733 
-.110033 -.110023 -.109933 -.109557 -.107330 -.105973 

.70250 .70292 .70675 .74370 .93913 .99913 

.71163 .71126 .70747 .66352 .34342 .04167 

.00010 -.101772 -.101767 -.101723 -.101243 -.094443 -.005746 
-.109943 -.109933 -.109393 -.109467 -.107273 -.105971 

.70240 .70233 .70674 .74447 .94101 .99917 

.71173 .71135 .70743 .66765 .33333 .04079 

.00100 -.102672 -.102667 -.102623 -.102142 -.094975 -.005311 
-.109043 -.109033 -.103993 -.103574 -.106741 -.105905 

.70106 .70162 .70663 .75452 .95936 .99946 

.71310 .71255 .70753 .65623 .23219 .03133 

.01000 -.100043 -.100033 -.099993 -.099526 -.093224 -.005575 
-.111673 -.111663 -.111623 -.111190 -.103491 -.106141 

.70330 .70411 .70635 .73363 .90772 .99332 

.71039 .71009 .70737 .67955 .41953 .05792 

.10000 -.010043 -.010033 -.009993 -.009542 -.004916 .052193 
-.201673 -.201663 -.201623 -.201174 -.196300 -.163909 

.70691 .70692 .70709 .70375 .72510 .35506 

.70731 .70729 .70712 .70546 .63364 .51354 
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S = 12 aD 

\EST. 0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

EEX^ 
.00000 -.105343 -.105338 -.105292 -.104773 -.096376 -.007139 

-.109153 -.109149 -.109105 -.103724 -.107621 -.107303 
.71147 .71239 .72063 .79532 .98363 .99982 
.70272 .70178 .69332 .60619 .18020 .01901 

.00001 -.105353 -.105348 -.105302 -.104733 -.096379 -.007189 
-.109143 -.109138 -.109095 -.103714 -.107617 -.107303 

.71149 .71242 .72070 .79573 .98373 .99982 

.70269 .70175 .69325 .60565 .17935 .01839 

.00010 -.105443 -.105438 -.105392 -.104869 -.096910 -.007192 
-.109053 -.109048 -.109005 -.103623 -.107536 -.107305 

.71171 .71269 .72136 .79957 .98517 .99984 

.70247 .70148 .69256 .60053 .17158 .01802 

.00100 -.106343 -.106338 -.106291 -.105203 -.097144 -.007217 
-.100154 -.100149 -.103106 -.107794 -.107353 -.107230 

.71626 .71820 .73521 .36623 .99604 .99996 

.69783 .69584 .67784 .49956 .03395 .00901 

.01000 -.099153 -.099148 -.099103 -.093636 -.092721 -.006574 
-.115344 -.115339 -.115294 -.114360 -.111776 -.107923 

.70814 .70335 .71031 .72957 .37337 .99673 

.70607 .70586 .70383 .63391 .436l6 .03013 

.10000 -.009153 -.009148 -.009103 -.003652 -.004025 .052365 
-.205343 -.205338 -.205293 -.204345 -.200472 -.167362 

.70719 .70721 .70737 .70399 .72496 .35273 

.70702 .70700 .70634 .70522 .63379 .52235 
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S = 15 ac 

.00000 

.00001 

.00010 

.00100 

.01000 

.10000 

0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

-.109005 -.109000 -.103950 -.103312 -.099572 -.009609 
-.110291 -.110236 -.110245 -.109933 -.109723 -.109636 

.72590 .72356 .75193 .90553 .99300 .99993 

.63700 .63493 .65925 .42417 .06326 .00637 

-.109015 -.109010 -.103960 -.103320 -.099574 -.009609 
-.110201 -.110276 -.110235 -.109975 -.109722 -.109636 

.72621 .72392 .75259 .90723 .99306 .99993 

.63747 .63460 .65349 .42063 .06229 .00613 

-.109105 -.109100 -.109049 -.103337 -.099534 -.009610 
-.110191 -.110136 -.110146 -.109909 -.109711 -.109635 

.72931 .73244 .75971 .92264 .99357 .99999 

.63413 .63033 .65027 .33566 .05345 .00534 

-.109233 -.109232 -.109230 -.103504 -.099600 -.009612 
-.110003 -.110003 -.109966 -.109791 -.109695 -.109634 

.74034 .74495 .73423 .95633 .99933 .99999 

.67223 .66712 .62047 .29066 .03534 .00359 

-.100290 -.100235 -.100239 -.099774 -.094021 -.003746 
-.119006 -.119001 -.113956 -.113521 -.115274 -.110550 

.70341 .70360 .71030 .72699 .35342 .99573 

.70530 .70561 .70390 .63664 .51294 .09231 

-.010290 -.010235 -.010240 -.009733 -.005162 .051597 
-.209006 -.209001 -.203956 -.203507 -.204133 -.170393 

.70723 .70725 .70741 .70901 .72473 .35140 

.70693 .70697 .70631 .70520 .63393 ' .52451 
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S = 20 ao 

\ESL 
0.000000 0.000010 0.000100 0.001000 0.010000 0.100000 

EEX\ 
.00000 -.112005 -.112799 -.112740 -.111917 -.102933 -.012940 

-.113126 -.113122 -.113091 -.113015 -.112994 -.112992 
.76173 .77152 .04602 .93932 .99933 1.00000 
.64739 .63620 .53314 .14573 .01530 .00134 

.00001 -.112015 -.112309 -.112749 -.111920 -.102933 -.012940 
-.113117 -.113112 -.113033 -.113012 -.112994 -.112992 

.76510 .77553 .35279 .99056 .99990 1.00000 

.64391 .63125 .52225 .13705 .01432 .00146 

.00010 -.112902 -.112395 -.112320 -.111937 -.102940 -.012940 
-.113030 -.113027 -.113011 -.112995 -.112992 -.112992 

.33774 .35600 .94676 .99351 .99999 1.00000 

.54607 .51693 .32193 .05463 .00473 .00069 

.00100 -.112124 -.112119 -.112071 -.111474 -.102370 -.012933 
-.113303 -.113303 -.113761 -.113453 -.113061 -.112999 

.71734 .71990 .73312 .07460 .99657 .99997 

.69621 .69400 .67467 .43435 .03273 .00333 

.01000 -.103124 -.103119 -.103074 -.102610 -.096915 -.011931 
-.122307 -.122302 -.122753 -.122321 -.119016 -.113950 

.70303 .70321 .70932 .72572 .35233 .99529 

.70610 .70600 .70433 .63799 .52211 .09697 

.10000 -.013124 -.013119 -.013074 -.012623 -.007993 .043707 
-.212307 -.212302 -.212757 -.212309 -.207934 -.174639 

.70720 .70722 .70737 .70397 .72466 .35007 

.70702 .70700 .70634 .70524 .63910 .52537 
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Figure IV-5. Energy level curves for hydrogen with 
= 0 and E£^ = -0.01. 
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Figure IV-6. Energy level curves for hydrogen with 
AESL = 0,01 and EEX = "°*01* 
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Figure IV-7. Energy level curves for hydrogen with 
AESL = 0.1 and EEX = -0.01. 
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Figure IV-&. Energy level curves for hydrogen with 
AESL = 0.01 and EEX = -0.1. 
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Table IV-3 

Transition Rate for Hydrogen 

A ESL = o 

E
EX “ 

0 

S (aj Lower, ,\ 
Level'■sec / 

Upper 
Level 

No Mixing 

4.0 1.106xl015 4.a30xl013 i.oa4xio15 

6.0 l.aS9xl0
15 

6.5â3xl0^3 6.600xl014 

Ô.0 7.673xl014 2.lâoxl013 2.575xl014 

10.0 2.365xl014 7.415xl012 7.S75xl013 

12.0 6.166x10^ 2.ia2xl012 2.070xl013 

15.0 6.395xl012 2.921X10
11 2.143xl012 

20.0 1.0â7xl011 7.394xl09 3.ai4xl010 
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Table IV-4 

Transition Rate for Hydrogen 

A.ESL = .01 

S(ac) 
Level 

No Mixing 

4.0 1.209xl015 1.0S4xl013 

6.0 I.â45xl013 6.600xl01/f 

Ô.0 6.469x10^ 2.575xl014 

10.0 1.603xl014 7.075xl013 

12.0 3.174xl013 2.070xl013 

15.0 2.53Sxl012 2.l43xl012 

20.0 3.97&X1010 3.âl4xl010 
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Table IV-5 

Energy Levels and Transition Rates for Helium 

S(a( ,)E+ E" k® km k2 Lower 
Level 

No 
Mixing 

2.0 -.03961 -.17886 .79409 .60780 1.393xl015 5.290xl01/f 

4.0 -.09203 -.15350 .88956 .45681 3.252xl015 6.050xl01/f 

6.0 -.10740 -.14941 .95912 .28301 1.154xl015 5.978xl014 

8.0 -.11004 -.15000 .99224 .12433 2.154xl014 1.493xl014 

10. —.11254 -.15282 .99881 .04878 3.395xl013 2.875xl013 

12. -.11451 -.15570 .99979 .02051 5.057xl012 
4.651X1012 

16. -.11024 -.16007 .99999 .00502 8.9xl010 

20. -.12095 -.16295 1.0000 .00104 1.4x10^ 

24. -.12209 -.16492 1.0000 .00270 1.9xl07 

30. -.124^7 -.16593 .99995 .01046 

Note: E+ and E- are in Hartrees, and are the mixing 

coefficients for the lower energy curve, and the transition 
. -i 

rates are m sec . 
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Figure IV-11. Energy level curves for metastable helium 
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Fermi levels the implications of the decline of the energy 

level may be clearer; there may be no region in which 

resonant ionization is possible. 

The resonant ionization rate is shown in figure IV-12. 

Again, because of the energy splitting at large distances, 

there is no ambiguity about which energy curve the atom 

follows. The enhancement of the transition rate due to the 

mixing does not become appreciable until the helium atom 

is quite close to the surface. 

Competing Processes 

In the laboratory it is extremely difficult to pro¬ 

duce perfectly clean surfaces; unless the most exacting 

proce-dures are followed there are always atoms and mol¬ 

ecules adsorbed on solid surfaces. The presence of these 

atoms may affect the de-excitation process for metastable 

atoms incident on the surface. 

In this section we consider the effect of adsorbed 

hydrogen on the de-excitation of helium. Recent experiment^ 

70 and theory indicate that the electronic energy level 

for adsorbed hydrogen on tungsten is approximately 5*6 eV 

below the Fermi level (cf. fig. IV-12). for tungsten is 

4.54 eV. It is doubtful that metastable hydrogen would 

have enough potential energy to eject an electron into the 

continuum from the hydrogen atom in an adsorbed hydrogen- 

metal system. Metastable helium certainly does have enough 

energy 
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He (31 s) 

Figure IV-12. Energy level diagram relevant to the inter¬ 
action of a metastable helium atom with an adsorbed hydro¬ 
gen atom. Unprimed numbers refer to Penning ionisation. 
Primed numbers refer to resonant ionisation followed by 
Auger neutralisation. 
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There are two relatively likely de-excitation processes 

for metastabhelium near a metal surface on which hydrogen 

is adsorbed (cf. fig. IV-12). The first is resonant ioniza¬ 

tion followed by an Auger neutralization process involving 

the hydrogen atom. In this process electron 1' tunnels into 

the metal, as has been discussed above, then electron 2* 

couples with an electron in the metal, 3'» to effect neu¬ 

tralization of the ion. 

In the second process, Penning ionization, electron 1 

in the incoming metastable helium atom is ejected off into 

the vacuum as electron 2 moves into the ground state helium 

orbital. Because of spin considerations there is only one 

Penning process possible for 2^S helium. For 2 S helium 

the roles of electron 1 and 2 may be reversed, i.e., electron 

1 may be demoted to the ground state while electron 2 is 

ejected into the continuum. 

Both of these processes leave a hydrogen ion on the 

surface of the metal. Resonant neutralization may occur, if 

energetically possible, or a second Auger process may fill 

the state. 

The rates for both the resonant ionization and Penning 

processes are compared in figure IV-13. The rate for reson- 
3 

ant ionization is for 2 S helium, with no atomic distortion. 

That for Penning ionization is the rate for ionization of 
3 

a free hydrogen atom by 2 S helium and is taken from the 

work of Miller^. The hydrogen atom is displaced from the 

surface by 1.0Ô aQ, this value having been predicted by 
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37 
Smith, Ying, and Kohn' as the adsorption distance on tung¬ 

sten. We feel that the results of Miller are appropriate 

in this case because the principal difference between ad¬ 

sorbed hydrogen and free hydrogen is the ionization energy 

and the Penning ionization rate is relatively insensitive 

to changes in this parameter. 

As can be seen from figure IV-13, the resonant ioni¬ 

zation rate is much greater than the Penning ionization 

rate for this atomic configuration. If, however, there are 

adsorbed species present which displace the hydrogen atom 

from the surface by 7 aQ or more, the Penning process will 

become competitive. This might also happen if several layers 

of hydrogen atoms were present, although the adsorption 

state of hydrogen at high coverage is not known at this 

time. 

Another possibly competitive de-excitation process 

which has been mentioned above is radiative de-excitation. 

Here the distinction between hydrogen and helium is quite 

sharp. Radiative de-excitation is possible when there is 

mixing of the 2S and 2P states, the 2P state admitting rad- 
3 

iation (though not for 2 S helium, where the spin selection 

rule prohibits the process)• 

The transition rate for these radiative processes 

can be taken to be 10 sec- . Hence for the radiative pro¬ 

cess to become probable there must be a broad region of 

space in which the 2S and 2P states are mixed, but in which 

the resonant ionization rate is not yet large. This cer- 
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tainly does not occur for, say, the 2^3 state of helium, 

where the 23-2P energy splitting retards the mixing of states 

until the atom is within 10 aQ of the surface. For hydrogen, 

however, the mixing is pronounced at much larger distances 

from the surface. 

To find the detailed behavior of hydrogen far from the 
» 

metal surface, more complex calculations taking the Lamb 

shift and hyperfine structure must be carried out. A more 

complete exposition of this problem can be found in the work 

72 
of Lamb and Sanders . The probability of radiative de-exci¬ 

tation is obviously greatest if the incident atom comes in at 

grazing incidence, so that it spends a long time in the region 

where the 2S-2P state mixing is large before it enters the 

region in which the resonant ionization process is dominant. 

Conclusion 

We have shown how the de-excitation mechanisms open to 

an excited atom in the vicinity of a metal surface depend on 

the quantum mechanical properties of the atom and the environ¬ 

ment. The cases of metastable hydrogen and helium have been 

compared in detail. A new feature of these calculations has 

been the inclusion of the physical distortion of the atom. 

We found that the property of the atom which most strongly 

governs the nature of the de-excitation mechanism is the 

splitting between energy levels. The present analysis could 

be extended with little difficulty to the case of alkali 
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atoms, although this has not been done explicitly here. 

The interaction of an atom with a metal surface creates 

a dipole in the atom pointing away from the surface, i.e. elec¬ 

tronic charge toward the surface. In addition, we might expect 

to see an induced quadrupole moment as well. The quadrupole 

moment could be calculated in a variational calculation such 

as this by inclusion of the 3b state, for hydrogen or helium, 

in the wavefunction. We expect that the large energy splitting 

between the 2S and 3D states would act to inhibit the forma¬ 

tion of a large quadrupole moment. This effect would be more 

pronounced for a alkali metal atom, however. 

The effect of an externally applied electric field on 

the energy level curves has also been investigated. The field 

acts to split the states at large distances from the metal 

and creates a dipole. The effect of the dipole is to enhance 

or inhibit the transistion rate for resonant ionization as 

the electronic charge is shifted toward or away from the sur 

face, respectively. Close to the surface the image interaction 

dominates and, as we saw earlier, if the net image field and 

the external image field are antiparallel, the dipole changes 

direction at some critical distance from the surface. There 

is an avoided crossing of the energy level curves at this point. 

The effect of an arbitrary zeroth order splitting between 
aiv 

the 2S and 2P energy levels has been studiedAfor atom with 
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hydrogenic wavefunctions. This addition allows us to go 

continuously from the degenerate hydrogen case to that of 

helium. We found that the distortion of the atom, and hence 

the resonant ionization rate, is quite sensitive to this 

zeroth order splitting. The splitting also allows us to 

determine which of the energy level curves the atom follows 

as it approaches the surface. This lifts the ambiguity we 

found for the degenerate states of hydrogen about whether 

the atom follows the upper or lower curve. There is a pro¬ 

found effect on the resonant ionization transition rate 

since that for the upper curve is approximately 100 times 

as great as for the lower curve. Hence, the energy splitting 

between states is the single most important factor in 

determining the transition rate. Any effect that splits 

the states for hydrogen will have a marked influence on 

that rate. 

Finally, we have discussed two processes which may 

compete with resonant ionization as a de-excitation mech¬ 

anism. The first is Penning ionization of atoms adsorbed 

at the surface. This may be an important competing process 

for metastable helium if the adsorbed hydrogen is displaced 

from the surface by at least 7 aQ. Hydrogen atoms sitting 

some distance from the surface cannot be Penning ionized 

by metastable hydrogen because the incoming atom lacks 

sufficient potential energy. 

The second competing process is radiative de-excitation. 

We find that this process is possible only for incident 
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metastable hydrogen because any splitting between the 2S 

and 2P states inhibits the mixing of these states at in¬ 

finity, and this mixing is essential to.the radiative de¬ 

excitation process. 

The calculations performed in this thesis can be ex¬ 

tended to other atomic systems through the use of tables 

II-l and II-2. Using parameters found there, the resonant 

ionization rate can be found for a wide variety of energy 

splittings and externally applied electric fields by nu¬ 

merically integrating expression 3#12. 
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Append ix I - Prolate Spheroidal Coordinates 

The integration of the matrix elements in Chapter II 

has been carried out in spheroidal coordinates. This coor¬ 

dinate system is useful in problems having cylindrical 

symmetry, as in diatomic molecules. In this sense the atom- 

image system is similar to a diatomic molecule. 

Consider two nucleii separated by a distance R along 

the z axis (cf. Fig. A-l). A Cartesian coordinate system 

is located at the midpoint of the z axis (the location 

of the metal surface). The electron can be located by the 

specification of r^, rg, and 4* > where is the azimuthal 

angle. Alternatively, the electron can be located with 

0A t » and ^ . 

In spheroidal coordinates, r^, rg, and 4* are used in 

the variables 

$ » (fA + fsJ/'R 
and 

where ^ and ^ are dimensionless. *f> is the third coordinate. 
Surfaces of constant ^ are ellipsoids of revolution (cf. 

Fig. A-2) with the nucleii at the foci. The limits of 

are +1 and <*> corresponding to the z axis (a degenerate 

ellipsoid) and an ellipsoid at infinity, respectivly. 

Surfaces of constant'1] are hyperbolas of revolution with 

the foci at the nucleii. can run from -1 corresponding 
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to the extension of the internuclear axis to the left of 

A, to +1, the extension of the internuclear axis to the 

right of B. =0 refers to the plane bisecting the inter¬ 

nuclear axis. 

The volume element in this coordinate system is 

«hs- 
Relevant distances in terms of } and '*'] are 
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e 

Figure A-l. 

Figure A-2. 
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Appendix II - Evaluation of Integrals 

Integrals of the form 

y- 
I fi 

can be evaluated by elementary means to yield the following 

results. 
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Appendix III - Evaluation of the Transition Matrix Elements 

The expression to be evaluated is 

Tit = < fe, ihs+ k^'Pzp I S' I 
In this appendix only the terras resulting from the 2S 

part of the atomic wavefunction will be evaluated. The 2P 

part of the integration can be done by an exactly analo¬ 

gous proceedure. Gadzuk has done this integration in region 

1 only, but his presentation is incomplete enough to warrent 

a more full development here. Thus, we have 

where the 2S wavefunction is taken to be positve so that 

the function will be negative in the asymptotic region. 

This is important because we want the electron density in 

region 1 to increase when the 2P function is mixed in (with 

the positive lobe directed away from the surface). Sub¬ 

stituting in the expression for the metallic and atomic 

wavefunctions we have 

1 ^ i> J YÏ7 ter L* v 

U*.#+k.y) 

c , a te» jSg? 
if1 for L3/a 

We can now substitute inverse Fourier transforms for the 

exponential in r. The appropriate transforms are 
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c- 
-Ar I 

e /f - 
_i_ ru e—iv 
3TTX JJJ CL* + X* 

and 
i *.* r 

-ocr J_ 
IT 

fff »« Jf* 
*■ J JJ +* 

This substitution results in the expression 

t (feoj -+• èt*t(teoz + àtÿ)lf’ iyLgb 
e e 

(: 3 («*+ it1) (a% K1
)7 " 

We can identify 

r i( teoi + àtx)^ C / I \ 
J e ^ — 3.T (7 ( fed + 

Substituting in the delta function and integrating over 

d*x and di<y. we have, 

^_2. r ‘fen? S f (j - - ^7- 
77f = 2cJ5

e |Je ((FSo.1) (F'+a* )*, 
dîl»/’^2r 

2 2 2 2 
where F = a + koi + k02 * This leaves two integrations 

over djfz to be done. They are 

/l 

3= 

/■* t 2r f€L 

\J (F^-t àt*) 

f «   du* 
J ( it/r 

These integrals can be done by contour integration in the 
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complex )tz plane. Integral A has first order poles at 

Z.z = -iF. Integral B has second order poles at = -iF. 

For z<0, each integral can be done by integration over a 

semicircular contour in the upper half plane; for z>0, 

the integration is done in the lower half plane. The results 

of these integrations are _ . . 
' -TT e.-Flgl , j.<0 

+ T e -F/il Ï >0 

3 
r -n-I-LI 'fI*> „ -Flsl 

"TT (2-j e _ y e 
a.F* 

-irZe-
Fli| 

a F
3 

TT P. 12 

a F3 

, Z-iO 

   _ , z>0 
IF1 

The resultant integral is done in two parts, corresponding 

to regions 1 and 2. 

o 

-Ftel 

17/= 2c ?TT [- £ + ^ (|2/ + -jrj]e d 2: 

In region 1, 

z = V - s 

I Z I = s - l^l 

while in region 2, 

Z = s = |z}# 

It is easiest to do the integrations in the variable ^ to 

avoid problems with the absolute values. The results of 

these elementary integrations are 
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,tf ' ler L
% F3 1 ^ F 'J 

"f fev-L3'* F* 
The 2P integration is done in exactly the same fashion 

with the analogous result 

Tzp
= 

U* ETT^F 

-irPkn£&e?_ . 
f?«r L3/i F3 
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Appendix IV - Final Expressions for the Matrix Elements 

The matrix elements in the variational calculation can 

be integrated to yield the following results. 

• I GÎ=C--PI/2. )*(A**4)*<02**2> —   

G2 = 2•*PT*(A**4>*(D2**2) 
G"*= pt*(A**3)*(02**2)*021 

 -GA= -A .*PI* ( A**3>*( 02**2 )*021  
G5=(-PI/°.)*(A**2)*(D2**2)*(021**2) 
G6= 2.*PI*(A**?)*(C2**2>*<D21_**U  

—— ““G7=~("-P !/>• ) *'( A * *2 ) *(01**2 ) 

GR= ?.*P!*(A**2)*(O 1**2) 
 __GP=—(-PI/2* )*<A**41*02*03     

G10= 2.*PI*(A**A)*02*03 
Gll= (DI/2. )*(A**3)*02*021*D3 

   G~T2—= -1?v*PI*< A**31*02*03*021   
G13= (-PI/2.)*(A**4)*(03**2) 

 G 14= ?. *P I *( A **4 )* (03**2 ) 
SGI=Gl*(CI=TAG(2.*E1A*3ETA)*(l/(2.*ElA)+3./<<2.*RlAl**2>+6./ 

2< (2»*BlA)**3)+6./( (2.*B1A)**4) 1+EISIG(-2.*B1A1*( 1 ./(2.*91A) 
3- 3 •'/ ( ( 2V*B"TA )**7)+6«/((2.*BlAl**31—6./C ( 2. *B1 A ) * *4 ) 1 ™ 
44EIS!GR<-2.*B1A)*(-(DETA**3)/(2.*E1A) + (3.*(BFTA**2) ) 

 5 /(J 2_. *81 A ) *_*?)-( f.*RCT A ) /( ( 2. *R_1 A )**J_)+6. /( ( 2 • * Bl A )**4 ) )  
6-a./(<2.*81A)**3)+((-2.*((BFTÂ**?)-l.))/((2.*BlÂ)**2)* 
7(4.*(BFTA+1.)1/(<2.*B1A)**3> )*FXP(2.*B 1 A*(BETA-1. ) ) ) 
 SG2=G2*< 24,/<<2.*eiA)**3) + <((PETA**31  

1 -3**(BET A**2 } +3♦*BET A—1.)/ 
2((2.*R1A)**2)+(-6.*(PET4**21+12.*eETA-6.)/ 
 3t (2V*FT AT**3 1 -F tlB. * (BET A-T«1T/( (~2»*BTA1**4   

4— .24 •/( (2.*B1A1**S ) }*EXP(2.*E1 A*( BETA-1 • ) ) ) 
 SG3 = G3*(FIFTAG(V*B F_T_ A )*( 1 ./V + ?._/( V**2_l+? . / ( V**3 1 )  

2-EISIGC-V > *(1./V-?./(V**2)+?./(V**3))-EISIGB(-V) * 
3<-( OFT A** 2.) /V+( 2.*8STA )/( V**2 )-2./(V**3) )-2./(V**2) 

 _A+( ( 0FT A+l . IV ( V**2 ) )*EXP( V*( BcTA-1 *1 ) )  
SG4 = G4*(6./(V**4) + ( (RFT A* *2—1•)/(V**2) + (4•*(BETA-1•) )/(V**3) 

2-6./(V**4))*FXP<V*( PETA-1•)1) 
 SG5 = r,S*(cI<rr AG( 2. * R ? A * BE T A 1 * C T* /( 2 . *82A1 +1 • /( C2T*B2A 1**211  

2+FisiG(-2.*B2A)*(l./(2.*e2A)-l./((2.*e2A)**2)) 
3+E is I Gp (_r 2. *p 2AJ * ( — P F T A /_( 2 . *R2_AJ_+ l • / Lt2 . *B?A ) **2 }JJ  
SG6-G6*(2./((2.*P2A)**3)+((BETA—1.1 / ((2.*B2Al**21 

2—2*/((2#*B2A ) * * 3) )*FXP(2»*B2A*(P£TA—1.) 11 
^ SG7 = G7*(f-I = TAG(2.*A! A*BBTA )*( 1 • / ( 2 *-*A 1 A 1 + 1 ./((2v*AW)*+2)l  

2+FISIG(-2.*AiA)*(l./(2.*AlA)-l./((2.*AlA)**2)) 
34F!ISIGB(-2.*AtA)*<-B5TA/<2.*AlA )+!•/((2.*A1A)**21)1 

SGB=G8*(2./((2.*AlA)**3)+((BETA-1.)/((2.*A1A)**21- 
22./((2.*AlA)**3))*=XD(-?.*AlA*(l.~BFTA)>) 
—SO9=G<7*(EIe"TArGt1»*0,rTAT*tlV7W+2v7( V»**2l+2vV(W**3t-)  
2- EIS I G(-W ) *(! ./W-2•/(W * *2) + °./(W**3) ) 
3- riSIGP(-W) *(-(B~TA**2 )/W+( 2 .*PFT A }/(*** 21 
4- 2. /(W**31 ) + (-?. / (W**2)-12./(W**4>) 
5+({(PCTA«*3)-(PFTA**2)+2.)/(W**2) 
_F + (-4.*(0FTA**2 l+4.-l/( W**31 + < {fc.*EETA1+6-1  
7/ ( W**4 ) ) *<7X»( W* ( BETA- 1 . ) ) ) 
SG10=G10*(20./(w**61+(((BETA**3)-1.*(BETA**21+BETA-l♦)/(W**2) 

~2 + < + ( RETA*** 1 - 7.*(RFTA**2)+11.*RETA-5.)/(W**31   
3 + (—7.*(RFT A**2)+2C.*8ETA-13 •)/(W**4) + (2C•*BETA-20.1/(W**51+ 

4 ( — 20 •'/ ( W* *6 ) 1>*EXP(W*( BETA—1.) )) 
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SGI1=G1î*TËIrTÂGTY*PÇTA)*(1./Y+l. / ( Y**2TT+ 
2clSIG(-Y)ft(l,/Y-l./(Y*ft2)>+EISIG8(-Y)*(-3ETA/Y+l♦/(Y**2)) 
-3-4 *✓< Y**3*+( < - ( FF T 4**2 ) +1 • >/-( Y **2 )  
4 +<2. * (BET A+ 1 . )/( Y **-»)> )*TXP(Yft (BETA-1. ) ) ) 
SG12=G12*(4./(Y*ftS)+((-(e£TA**2)+2.*RETA+1.)/(Y**2)+(-(BEtA**2) 

-2 + 4 .*HC-rA- 3. )/( Yft^3> +4.* (BETA-1 . » Y**4 )-4 . / < Y**5 ) t  
3*FXP(Y* <ecTA-l .) ) ) 
„SG!l = G!3MF!FT4G{Z*BFTA)ft< l • / Z + l ./<Z»*2) )  
2+EI3IG(-Z)*<l./Z-lV><Z**'2>l+^ISIGBC-Z) 
3*<-BETA/7 + 1 ./(Zft*2) )-4 ./(Z**3) 
-4*4 ( ( BE TA* *3 ) — 2 * ft (RFTAftft2 )-1.*BETA*2.>/<Z**2 1 +  
S((PETA*ft3)-?.*(BZTA*ft2)+BETA+5.)/(Z**3) 
6+(-3.ft(BrTA**2) + 3.)/(Z*ft4))* = XO(Z*(BETA-1 . ) ) ) 
“SGI 4-G +4*((3./(Z**5)*24./(Z**7) ) ♦ ( ( (BETA**3 Ï   
2-3.*(RET4**2)+3. *B~

T A — 1 .)/(Z**2> + (2.*(BirTA**3>-8**(BETA**2>. 
3 + (10.ft0c:TA)-4,)/( Z**3) + <?.*<eFTA**3)-12.*(BETA**2 ) 
4 + 20". *HPT A— 1 0 • ) /(Z ** 4 )‘+ {-12.*( BF TA«*2 ) + ("24". ft'OET A ) -20 .>/(Z**5) 
5+(?4.ft(3FTA-! •) )/(Z**6)-24./(?**7))*EXP(Z*(BETA-l.) ) ) 
 SUMt—5G1+SG2 + SG3+-SG4-+SG5+SG6  
SUMZ^SGZ+EGB 
SUM3=SGB+SG10+SG11+SG12 
—SUM4=SGr3 + SGÎ4  

in which, 

FUNCTION EIETAG (c^) = E?(^)e"2*a 

FUNCTION EISIG (-«) = E^-oOe* 

FUNCTION EISIGB (—oO = 

SUM 1 = HI;L 

SUM 4 = H22 

SUM 3 = H12 

V = bi + b2 

W = 

Y “ b2 + Cl 

Z = 2c£ 
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